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These course summaries contain the foll owinq information which is intenderl to 
provide a broader description than is contained in the NPS cataloq: 
1. Catal oq Description 
2. Typical Text(s) 
3. Prerequisite(s) 
4. Faculty Contact(s) 
5. Course Goals 
6. Course Content 
7. Laboratory Co ntent 
Althouqh these descriptions are representative of course content, there may be 
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COURSES FOR 
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
CURRICULA 
ECE 2101 CIRCUIT ANALYSIS I (3-?) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introductory course for sturlents with 1 ittl e or no electrical enqi-
neering backqround. This course is intended to be followed by ECE 210?. The 
fundamental concepts of vol taqe, current, power, si qnal s, and sources are rle-
veloped and applied to the analysis of resistive circuits, incl udinq simnl e 
transistor amplifiers and the operational amplifier. The principle of superpo-
sition, the one-port equivalents due to Thevenin and Norton, and the source 
transformation theorem are introduced. 
2. TEXT 
LINEAR CIRCUITS, Van Val kenburq & Kinariwal a, Prentice-Hall, 19R? 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Math through calculus, incl ud1nq techniques of inteqration and differentia-
tion; applications of the derivative and inteqral ; elementary functions anrl 
their graphs; tr1gonometric anrl inverse triqonometric functions; loqarithmic 
and exponential functions; 1 inear alqebra. (May be concurrent.) 
General physics which includes force, work, and enerqy. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Gl en Myers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To understand the operating characteristics of electronic buildinq hlocks; 
resistors, independent and dependent sources, and operational amplifiers. 
To develop the ability to apply Kirchhoff's laws to resistivE> networks. 
To understand the circuit analysis methods of loops, nodes, superposition, 
and Thevenin and Norton equivalence. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. The physical nature of electricity 3 hrs 
b. Voltaqe sources, conduction, and resistors 3 hrs 
c . Series and parallel circuits 2 hrs 
d. Circuit reduction; superposition 2 hrs 
e. Dependent sources and nodal analysis 4 hrs 
2101-1 
I 
f. Loop analysis of circuits 3 hrs 
g. Two-port networks 2 hrs 
h. The operational ampl i fi er 6 hrs 
i. R-C circuits 5 hrs 
j. R-L circuits 3 hrs 
33 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
Experiments 1: Ohm's 1 aw 2 hours 
2: Circuit boards and Kirchoff's 1 aws 2 hours 
3: Resistors and potentiometers 2 hours 
4: Series and parallel resistors 2 hours 
5: Thevenin's theorem 2 hours 
6: Node analysis and 1 oop analysis 2 hours 
7: Superposition 2 hours 
8: Maximum power, voltaqe and current 2 hours 
trans fer 
9: Basic op-amp circuits 2 hours 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 4 credits or 100% 
2101-2 
/L 
ECE 2102 CIRCUIT ANALYSIS II (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A continuation of ECE 2101. Followinq the introduction of th~ enerqv-
storage ~ements, dynamic circu1ts are analyzed with the aid of the La~ ace 
transform. Network functions and other s-domain concepts are developerl. Then 
the special case of the sinusoidal steady-state is examined, using phasor 
methods of analysis. The Laplace transform and its application to circuit 
analysis are presented. Frequency response, filterinq, and ac power are dis-
cussed. 
2. TEXT 
LINEAR CIRCUITS, Van Val kenburg & Kinariwal a, Prentice-Hall, 1982 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
DC resistor circuit analysis, math through calculus and differential 
equations. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
G1 en Myers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop the method of anal .vsis of the transient response of R-L, R-C and 
R-L-C circuits. To qain proficiency in sinusoidal steady state analysis of 
R-L-C circuits. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Transient response of res1stor - capacitor circuits 
b. Transient response of resistor inductor circu1ts 
c. Transient reponse of resistor - inductor - capacitor circuits 
d. Sinusoids and phasors 
e. Impedance and admittance 
f. Sinusoidal steady state circuit functions and analysis tech-
niques 
q. La~ ace transform 
h. Power and enerqy in AC circuits 
2102-1 









A goal of the 1 aboratory is to all ow the student to relate theory to prac-
tice in the area of transient response and sinusoidal steady state response of 
R-L-C circuits. 
Experiment 1. Response of RC circuits 1 hr 
2. Response of RL circuits 1 hr 
3. Circuit design 1 hr 
4. Series RLC circuit transient response 1 hr 
5. Sinusoidal steady state response of RLC circuits 1 hr 
6. Phasor voltages and currents of a series RLC circuit 1 hr 
7. Transfer function of series resonant and parall el 1 hr 
resonant circuits 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 4 credits or 100% 
2102-2 
I ':'. 
ECE 2107 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (4-2) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
1. An introductory course intended for students not majoring in electrical 
engineering. Circuit ~ements, siqn~ s anrl waveforms; power and Pnerqy; 
Ki rchhoff's laws and resistive circuits; diode circuit applications; appli-
cation of Laplace transform to the step and sinusoidal response of dynamic 
networks . 
2. TEXT 
FROM CIRCUITS TO SYSTEMS, John Ward 
C1 ass Notes 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Linear Algebra and Calculus (may be concurrent) 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Ward 
5. COURSE GOALS 
From a review of the appropriate physics, this course aims, first, to estab-
li sh familiarity with the laws of Ohm and Kirchhoff, as applierl to resistive 
circuits. Such an~ysis is then extended to dynamic circuits, which the stu-
dent solves by Laplace transform or sinusoidal steady-state (phasor) methorls, 
as appropriate. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Electrical quantities and units; and Kirchhoff's 1 aws; Ohm's 12 hrs 
law; circuit conventions 
b. Series and parallel circuits, circuit reduction; measuremPnts; 6 hrs 
superposition 
c. Loop and nodal anal ys is 4 hrs 
d. Capacitance; inductance; waveforms; equations for dynamic 9 hrs 
circuits 
e. Laplace transform definition; pairs and theorems; partial 7 hrs 
fraction expansion; solution of ordinary, 1 inear differential equations 
by La~ ace transform 
f. Complex numbers; phasors; response of first- and second-order 6 hrs 
circuits to sinusoidal inputs 44 hrs 
2107-1 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory experiments are designed to reinforce the student's under-
standing of the basic electrical concepts, and to develop competence in the use 
of convention~ measurinq instruments and techniques. 
Experiment 1 & 2: Measurement of de current and voltage 
Experiment 3: Sources and resistors 
Experiment 4: Kirchhoff • s 1 aws 
Experiment 5: Tellegen's theorem 
Experiment 7: Introduction to the oscilloscope and function qenerators 
Experiment 7: Some nonlinear circuits 
Experiment 8 : Response of first-order circuits 
Experiment 9: Sinusoidal steady-state and frequency response 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 5 credits or 100% 
2107-2 
' , I I -, 
ECE 2111 INTRODUCTION TO AVIONICS COMMUNICATIONS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The first of a two-course inteqrated sequence for aeronautical enqineerinq 
students on avionics systems. A brief introduction to ~ectronic circuit theo-
ry and devices, conmunications principles incl udinq basic modulation and rletec-
tion techniques, analoq and digital communications systems. 
2. TEXT 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS, Carl son & Gisser, 1Q81 
Addison-Wesley 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Differential equations and Laplace transform 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Stephen Breida 
5. COuRSE GOALS 
To become familiar with circuit analysis methods and electronic amplifier 
performance. To understand the principles of AM, FM and diqital communications 
systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Basi c electrical quantities, circuit elements, DC circuit 
analysis 
b. Sinusoidal stead-state, phasor solutions of simnl e circuits 
c. Transfer functions and tran s ients via usP. of Laplace transforms 
d. Resonant circuits, series, parallel. Transformer princ iples 
and coupled circuits 
e. Semiconductor devices. The diode and the BJT 
f. The RC coupled BJT transistor amplifier 
g. The FET, small signal RF FET amol ifier, IC's oo-amps 












i. AM - modulation and detection. SSB principles 3 hrs 
j. FM- modulation and detection, Noise immunity 3 hrs 
k. Digital communications, PCM, ASK, PSK, FSK, multiplexinq, sat- 5 hrs 
comm multiple access techniques 44 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
To learn the use of some common ~ectronic instrumentation and to measure 
the performance (gain, etc.) of some important passive and active circuits. 
2111 Lab Experiments 
a. Measurement of current. Measurement of voltage 1 hr 
b. Kirchhoff's 1 aws 1 hr 
c. Introduction to the Oscilloscope and function gen. 1 hr 
d. Resonance 1 hr 
e. The BJT ampl i fi er 1 hr 
f. FET RF ampl ifi er 1 hr 
g. AM spectra 1 hr 
h. FM spectra 1 hr 
i • Pul se modul at ion and envelop detection 1 hr 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 5 credits or 100% 
2111 -2 
ECE 2130 REVIEW OF CIRCUIT ANALYSIS {4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A review of c1rcuit analysis for students with a moderate background in 
~ectric~ engineering. Startinq from a review of the basic concepts of cur-
rent, vol taqe, power, signals, and sources, the methods of dynamic circuit 
analysis are dev~oped through the s-and j -domains. Network functions, fr~­
quency response, and ac power are included, as are the more common circuit 
theorems. 
2. TEXT 
Cl ass notes 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Background in ~ ectricity through circuit an~ysis. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Ward 
5. COURSE GOALS 
ECE 2130 is intended as a review course equivalent in content to ECE ?101 
plus ECE 2102. The objectives and content, therefore, correspond to those of 
ECE 2101 and ECE 2102. 
2130-1 
I 
ECE 2150 ACCELERATED REVIEW OF CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An advanced review of circuits and systems intended for students who have 
previous education in these areas. The course is conducted primarily in a 
self-study mode and includes the subject matter of ECE 2102, ECE 2401 and ECE 





FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM, Briqham, Prentice-H~l, 1973 
ELECTRIC CIRCUITS AND NETWORKS, Strum and Ward, 
Prentice-Hall, 1982 
SIGNAL FLOW GRAPH ANALYSIS, Ward and Strum, Prentice-Hall, 
1968 
STATE VARIABLE ANALYSIS, Ward and Strum, Prentice-Hall, 
1970 
PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
One of these 
Prior expo sure to most or all of the topics of ECE 2101, ECE 2102, ECE 2401 
and ECE 2402. 
FACULTY CONTACT 
Al ex Gerba 
COURSE GOALS 
This provides an accelerated coverage of the material presenter! in courses 
ECE 2102, ECE 2401 and ECE 2402 and is intended for students who have previous-
ly studied circuits and systems. Course goals correspond to those qiven for 
ECE 2102/2401/2402. 
2150-1 
ECE 2211 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING I (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRTPTIOtl 
An introduction to electronic devices and circuits. Electrical properties 
and charge-flow mechanisms of crystalline semiconductor materials; properties 
of p-n junctions in diodes and bipolar transistors; static and dynaMic morlels 
for these devices; ; applications of diodes in wave shaping and power supplies; 
application of transistors in amplifiers and digital systems; characteristics 
and fabrication of integrated circuits. 
2. TEXT 
MICROELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, Sedra and Smith, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1982 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Concepts of voltage, current, power, signals and sources 
2. Applied analysis of resistive circuits 
3. Comprehension of the principle of superposition and the Thevenin and 
Norton equivalents 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Edward Fischer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire a qualitative understanding of the charge carrying mechanisms in 
the crystalline semiconductor p-n .iunction. To apply this understanding to the 
analysis and design of basic diode and hipolar junction transistor circuits. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Semiconductor fundamentals: holes & electronic dopinq, elec- 4 hrs 
trical characteristics 
b. The p-n junction operation and the diode's electrical charac- 4 hrs 
teristics 
c. Diode circuit applications: Circuit models and applications 8 hrs 
to clipping and rectification. DC power supplies 
d. Operating principles of the bipolar transistor, the transistor 8 hrs 
terminal characteristics 
2211-1 
e. Transistor parameters and spec sheets, the transistor as an 
ampl i fi er 
f. I C fabrication 
g. Transistor logic circuits and ap~ ications 
h. Exams and review 
7. LABORATORY 
12 hr s 
2 hrs 
2 hr s 
4 hrs 
44 hr s 
The laboratory involves measurements of diode and BJT transistor parame-
ters, and the analysis and design of circuit applications. 
a. Measurement of diode operating characteristics 2 hrs 
b. Investigation of diode rectification, clipping, 2 hrs 
clamping and gate circuits 
c. Determination of the operating characteristics of 2 hrs 
power suppl i es, filtered, unfiltered and zener requl ated 
d. Design and verification of a DC power supply to as-
signed specifications 
2 hrs 
e. Measurement of BJT parameters and operatinq charac- 4 hrs 
teristics experimentally and on an ~ectronic curve tracer 
f. Design and verification of a BJT amplifier to as-
signed specifications 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 crerlits or 60% 




ECE 2212 ELErTRONICS FHGINEERIHG II (4-3) 
1. CATALOG OESCRIPTION 
Characteristics of discrete device amplifiers and operational amplifiers 
(OP-AMPS). Ana lysis and des i gn of amp l ifiers inclurlinq frequency responsP anrl 
biasing considerations. App l ications of feerlback amplifiers and OP-J\r1P S. 
2. TEXT 
mCROELECTRONIC CIRCUITS , Sedra and Smith, Holt, Rinehart anrl Hinston, 19R~ 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Understanding of basic semiconductor conduction mechanisms 
2. Applied analysis of basic rliode circuits and singlP-staqe bipolar 
junction transistor amplifier models . 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Edward Fischer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To understand the operatinq characteristics of the field effect transistor 
and to apply this understanding to the analysis anrl design of FFT amplifiers. 
To comprehend the frequency response characteristics of transistor a~plifiers. 
To analyze the operational amplifier and OPAf•p applications. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Classes of amplifiers; small and large signal, class A, B, C 
b. JFET and MOSFET parameters, operating characteristics, biasinq 
techniques and applications 
c. AJT and FET aMplifier frequency response characteristics 
d. Differential amplifier and OPAr1P characteristics 
e . Negative and positive feedback circuit principles and applica-
tions 
f. Introduction to computer circuit simulation 













The laboratory involves measurement of FET and OPAMP parameters, the design 
of an FET am~ ifier frequency response by experiment and digit~ computer 
simulation. 
a. Measurement of JFET parameters and operatinq charac-
teristics using an electronic curve tracer 
b. Analysis of JFET amplifier bias techniques 
c. Design and verification of a JFET amplifier stage to 
assigned specifications of gain and bandwidth 
d. Analysis of the frequency response of a BJT ampl i-
fi er stage 
e. Digital computer simulation of FET and BJT amplifier 
f. Analysis of discrete differential amplifier circuit 
operation 
g. Measurement of OPAMP parameters and analysis of ap-
~ ication circuits 
h. Analysis of OPAMP negative feedback ci rcuits 
i. Measurement of positive feedback OPAMP oscillator 
operating characteristics 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 45% 











ECE 2213 ACCELERATED REVIEW OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING (4-3) 
1. CATALOG OESCRIPTION 
An advanced review of semiconductor devices and circuits intended for stu-
dents who have previously studied the subject matter of ECf 2211 and ECE 2212. 
Graded on a pass/fail basis. 
2. TEXT 
MICROELECTRONIC CIRCUITS, Sedra and Smith, Holt, Rinehart and Uinston, 19~2 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Prior exposure to most or all of the topics of ECE 2211 and ECF 221? 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Abraham Sheingold 
5. COIJRSE GOALS 
This course provides an accelerated coverage of the material presented in 
courses ECE 2211/ECE 2212 and is intended for students who have previously 
studied electronics engineering. Course goals correspond to those given for 
ECE 2211 and ECE 2212. 
2213-1 
ECE 2215 APPLIED ELECTRONICS (2-4) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A project course coverinq the application of 1 inear and communications in-
tegrated circuits (IC's). Coveraqe includes an introductory overview of impor-
ta nt 1 inear and coiTITiunications IC's and practical experimental applications of 
these devices. 
2. TEXT 
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, Thomas Younq, John Wiley and Sons, 1981 
LINEAR DATA BOOK, National Semiconductor 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
ECE 2212 & ECE 2500- Basic electronics through linear amplifiers (i.e. 
gain. frequency response, feedback amplifiers) and communications concepts 
through AM, FM and other coiTITion modulation formats. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Powers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This course introduces students to commonly used 1 inear and communications 
integrated c1rcuits. The course emphasizes a 1 aboratory approach to develop 
experimentation techniques and to develop confidence in desiqn and testinq. 
Topics are selected to reinforce topics in electronics and communications 
theory. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Overview of linear IC's 1 hr 
b. Linear op amps 2 hrs 
c. Vol taqe requl a tors 2 hr s 
d. Comparators 1 hr 
e. Timing circuits (monostahles, SSS timer) 3 hrs 
f . Waveform qeneration (oscillators, ostabl es, VCO's) 3 hrs 
q . A/D and D/A converters 4 hrs 
h. Active filters 2 hrs 
2215-1 
i. Analog voltage multipliers 





This laboratory addresses the ap~ ication of linear and communications IC's 
to the design of function~ ~ectronic circuits. 
a. Op amps I, II, III 4 hrs 
b. Voltage regula tors 4 hrs 
c. 566 Function generator 4 hrs 
d. Voltage comparators and monostable m~ tivibrations 4 hrs 
e. 555 Timer 4 hrs 
f. A/D and D/A converters 4 hrs 
g. Mini-design project 12 hrs 
h. Analog voltage multi pl i er 4 hrs 
i. Phase 1 ock 1 oop 4 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Design : 4 credits or 100% 
2215-2 
ECE 2300 ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY CONVERSION (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Concepts of force and torque developed as results of the interaction of 
magnetic fields are presented as the common basis for all electromechanical 
machinery. Fundamental characteristics of DC motors and generators, 
synchronous machines and induction motors are developed and applied. 
Transformers and control and distribution circuits are also introduced . 
2. TEXT 
ELECTRIC MACHINES, Slemon and Strauqhon, Addison-Wesley, 1980 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Linear algebra 
2. Ability to obtain circuit equations 
3. Ability to solve circuit equations hy Laplace and phasor transform 
methods 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John R. Ward 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To derive the equations describing the roore common electromechanical 
devices, and to investigate their steady-state and transient behavior. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Review of linear algebra 
b. Analysis of stationary networks (including transformers) by 
matrix transformation methods 
c. Introduction of circuit root10n; force and torque 
d. The gener~ ized machine 
e. Matrix transformations as they apply to moving circuits 
f. Analysis of DC machines: seperately excited and shunt con-
nected 
g. Series connected DC machines; compound connection; the 






4 hr s 
4 hrs 
4 hrs 
h. The synchronous machine; the induction motor 
i. Transient conditions in ~ectromagnetic systems 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory experiments aim to relate the mathematics of 
to actual hardware -- the Westinghouse generalized machine set. 
a. Introduction to and calibration of the Westinghouse set 
b. Test of a separately-excited generator 
c. Shunt motor and generator 
d. Two-phase induction motor 
e. Synchronous motor 
f. The Ward Leonard system 
g. Transients in a DC sunt motor 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 













ECE 2401 DESCRIPTION OF ANALOG SIGNALS (2-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Analysis of analog signals in the time and frequency domains; prorerties 
and application of Fourier series and transform; convolution; laboratory work 
includes use of a spectrum analyzer. 
2. TEXT 
THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM, E. 0. Brigham, Prentice-Hall, 1973 
3. PREREQUISITE BY TOPIC 
1. A course in ordinary differential equation 
2. Sufficient background in electric circuits 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Alex Gerba 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To apply convolution and the Fourier transform and its properties to the 
analysis of analog signals. To analyze periodic siqnals usinq Fourier series 
technlques; then given a specific system be able to plot the various spectra of 
the input and output. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Fourier transforms and prorerties 8 hr s 
b. Convolution 8 hrs 
c. Fourier Series 6 hrs 
22 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Introduction to use of a portable spectrum analyzer of the FFT 2 hrs 
type. 
b. Use of the spectrum in the study of the output signal for a low 2 hrs 
pass filter network. 
c. Computer exercises using FFT computer algorithm and for compu- 4 hrs 
tation of Fourier series coefficients. 
2401-l 
'7 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 100% 
2401-2 
ECE 2402 LINEAR SYSTEMS (2-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Formulation of system models including state equations, transfer functions, 
and system diagrams; computer and analytical solution of system equations; sta-
bil ity . 
2. TEXT 
THE SIGNAL FLOWGRAPH IN LINEAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS , Ward and Strum, Prentice-
Ha 11, 1968 
STATE VARIABLE ANALYSIS, Ward and Strum, Prentice-Hall, 1970 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Laplace transform and classical solution of differential equations 
2. Experience with writing computer code in FORTRAN, PASCAL or PL/1. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Robert Strum 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the capability to model and analyze linear, continous systems 
through the use of mathematical and computer techniques. This includes discus-
sion of most of the general aspects of simple linear system theory and an ex-
tensive use of computer simulation. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Signal flow graph formulation, the Mason gain rule, solution 3 hrs 
of algebraic equations anrl transmission aains 
b. Transfer functions from flow graphs and block diagrams and 1 hr 
i nput-output analysis 
c. System equations in state form, solution by signal flow graph, 6 hrs 
matrix and matrix exponenti al methods 
d. Interrelation of state equations, system diagrams ~nd transfer 1 hr 
f un ctions 
e. Characteristic equation, eiqenvalues and stability includino 2 hrs 
the Routh algorithm 
f. Analog systems with piecewise constant inputs, vector 3 hrs 
difference equations 
2402-1 
g. Use of 1 ibrary programs such as INTEG, lODE, CSMP and FIDEL 2 hrs 
to analyze 1 inear systems. An~ysis includes time-domain performance 
measures 
h. Design of analog transfer functions using op- amps, integration 4 hrs 
of state mod~ s, transfer functions and realizations 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1.5 credits or 60% 
Engineering Design : 1 credit or 40% 
2402-2 
22 hrs 
ECE 2403 DISCRETE SYSTEMS (2-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Principles of discrete systems, including modeling, analysis and design. 
Topics include difference equations, z-transforms, stability, frequency re-
sponse and system diagrams. 
2. TEXT 
DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS, Cadzow, Prentice-Ha ll, 1973 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING, Stanley (Reference) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Drawing and reduction of signal flow graphs using Mason•s gain rule 
2. Calculating a continuous system output using convolution 
3. Determining frequency response for an analog system 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Robert Strum 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Provide introduction to techniques for modeling and analyzing discrete sys-
tems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Discrete-time signals; linear shift-invariant systems; stabil- 6 hrs 
ity and causality; difference equations; convolution 
b. z-transform; inverse z-transform; theorems and properties; 8 hrs 
system functions , 
c. Signal flow graphs; matrix representation; realization of 
di gi ta 1 systems 








8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 100% 
2403-2 
ECE 2411 CONTROL SYSTEMS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The application of feedback principles to the design of linear control sys-
tems using frequency domain (Bode-Nichols), s-domain (root locus) and state 
variable methods. Performance criteria, 1ncluding steady-state accuracy, tran-
sient response specifications, bandwidth and integral performance indices, are 
presented. Laboratory work includes testing and evaluation of physical systems 
and simulation studies. 
2. TEXT 
MODERN CONTROL SYSTEMS, Dorf, Addison-Wesley, 
1980 
t~ODERN CONTROL ENGINEERING, Ogata, Prentice-Hall One of the three 
1970 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, Kuo, Prentice Hall, 1982 
A GUIDE TO CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS MODELING PROGRAM (CSMP), 
Speckhart & Green (RECOMMENDED) 
3. PREREQUISITE BY TOPIC 
1. Laplace transform solution of ordinary differential equations 
2. Writing and solving state equations for linear systems 
3. Drawing and reduction of signal flowgraphs via Mason's Gain Formula 
4. Determining frequency response for linear systems 
5. Digital computer simulation of linear systems 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
George Tha 1 er 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the capability to analyze and design relativel} simple automatic 
control systems through the use of mathematical, graphical anrl computer 
techniques and to become proficient in developing mathematical models from laboratory 
measurements. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Fundamental concepts: accuracy, error coefficients, system type ?. hrs 
numbers effects of load disturbances and non-linearities 
b. Stability and relative stahility, root locations and Routh's criterion 3 hrs 
c. Frequency response analysis: Bode diagrams, Nichols chart, Nyquist 





d. Digital computer programs for drawing frequency response plots 3 hrs 
e. Phase margin, gain margin, bandwi~th and their use in analysis and de- 3 hrs 
sign 
f. Root loci: graphical interpretation of the basic relationships, 5 hrs 
use of root locus in analysis 
g. Computer programs for drawing root loci 2 hrs 
h. State variables: control problem formulation and pole placement 7 hrs 
using state feedback 
i. Design using Bode - Nichols root locus methods 6 hr s 
j. Exams, quizzes and holidays 5 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory involves measurements of system components to determine 
models to be used in predicting system performance and designing compensation. 
Exercises include: 
a. Tests to determine transfer functions of control system components 
b. Systems study: DC motor servo 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 2.5 credits or 50% 
2411 -2 
44 hrs 
ECE 2500 COMMUNICATIONS THEORY (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
In this first course on the electrical transmission of signals, the fol-
lowing concepts are formula t ed mathemati cally and then considered in terms of 
devices and systems: samp l ing; pulse cod i nq; amplitude , phase, and frequency 
modulation; time and freque ncy multiplexing . Basic radio ranging and communi-
cations systems are developed and link calcul ations are made. 
2. TEXT 
MODERN ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATIONS THEORY AND SYSTEMS, Stark and Tuteur, 
Prentice-Hall, 1979 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Math through calculus and differential equations, Fourier transform, DC and 
AC circuit analysis, basics of modern electronics, hasics of computer desi~n. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Gl.?n t·1yers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To provide time and frequency descriptions of typical messages in communi-
cations. To explain sampling and pulse f11odulation which may occur prior to 
message transmission. To present the time and frequency descriptions of 
amplitude, modulation and angle modulation. To explain operation of f11odulators 
and demodulators. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction; revie\'1 of frequency response methods (including 4 hrs 
Fourier series and Fourier transform), convolution, linear system 
response and filters. 
b. Linear modulation techniques: various types of linear modula- 10 hrs 
tion (AM,DSB,SSB,YSB); spectral analysis, modulators and demorlulators; 
f requency division multiplexing. 
c. Angle modulation techniques: frequency and phase modulation; 12 hrs 
spectral analysis and bandwi dth; modulators and demodu l ators. 
d. Sampling and pulse modulation: the sampling theorem; analog 7 hrs 




e. Digital data systems: Digital rrodulation techniques (ASK,PSK, 
FS K). 
4 hrs 
f. Communication 1 ink calculations. 3 hrs 
g. Elements of energy and power spectra and matched filter theory. 4 hrs 
44 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory provides the student with an opportunity to observe spectra 
of selected waveforms and to measure transfer function of an R-C low pass fil-
ter. 
Operations of the FFT spectrum analyzer 
Experiments 1: Introduction to the FFT spectrum analyzer 
2: Transfer function of the RC 1 owpass filter 
3: Delta function spectrum and response of the 
RC 1 owpass 
4: Sampling and interpolation 
5: Am~ itune modulation spectra 
6: Pulse modulation and envelope detection 
7: Frequency modulation spectra 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 4 credits or 80% 







2 hr s 
2 hrs 
ECE 2621 INTRODUCTION TO FIELDS t WAVES (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Static field theory is developed and applied to boundary value problems. 
Time-varying Maxwell equations are developed and solutions to the wave equa-
tions are presented. Additional topics include skin effect, reflection of 
waves and radiation. 
2. TEXT 
ENGINEERING ELECTROMAGNETIC$, Hayt, McGraw-Hill, 1981 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Calculus, including vector calculus 
2. College level general physics, including electromagnetics 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Michael Morgan 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The overall course objective is to develop Maxwell•s equations as a hasis 
for future studies of radiation, scattering, wave propagation and microwave 
circuits, devices and systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Review of vector caculus, line and surface integrals 
b. Coulomb•s law anrl electrostatic field equations 
c. Biot-Savart law 
d. Wave equations, 
e. Plane waves and 




Potcnti a 1 equations, Poyntinq•s 












8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 4 credits or 100% 
2621-2 
J) 
ECE 2622 ELECTROMAGNETIC ENGINEERING (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A continuation of ECE 2621. Topics include transmission lines, waveguides, 
cavity resonators, and high frequency components. Applications are presented 
in the laboratory. 
2. TEXT 
LINES, WAVES AND ANTENNAS, Brown, Sharpe, Post, & Hughes, Wiley and Sons 
1973 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
ECE 2621: Vector calculus, Maxwell's equations, plane waves 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Jeffrey Knorr 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The overall course objective is to develop a qualitative understandin~ of 
the characteristics, capabilities and limitations of those wave guiding -
structures which are important for connecting antennas to transmitting and 
receiving systems and for building microwave circuits. This understandino is 
achieved by developing a quantitative ability to calculate characteristics of 
lines and guides and through comparative studies of structures. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Lumped vs distributed circuits and applications of distributed 1 hr 
circuits 
b. Circuit model of TEM mode transmission line 1 hr 
c. Transient analysis of transmission line 4 hrs 
d . Steady state analysis of transmission line 12 hrs 
e. Waveguides 8 hrs 
f. \Ia vegui de components 2 hrs 





The goal of this laboratory is to familiarize the student with high fre-
quency components and measurement techniques. 
a. Pulses on transmission lines 2 hrs 
b. Sl otted l i ne impedance measurements 2 hrs 
c. Vector voltmeter impedance measurements 2 hr s 
d. Waveguide components 2 hr s 
e. Cavity resonators 2 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 55% 
Engineering Design : 1.5 credits or 45% 
2622-2 
ECE 2623 ACCELERATED REVIEW OF ELECTROt~GNETICS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A comprehensive review of basic electromagnetic theory intended for stu-
dents who have previously studied the subject matter of ECE 2621 and ECE 26?2 . 
Graded on a pass/fail basis. 
2. TEXT 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES & RADIATING SYSTEMS, Jordan & Balmain, 2nd Edition, 
Prentice-Hall, 1968 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Prior exposure to most or all of the topics of ECE 2621 and ECE 2622 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Hung-Mou Lee 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This course provides accelerated coverage of the material presenten i n 
courses ECE 2621/ECE 2622 and is intended for those students who have previous-
ly studied electromagnetic theory Course goals correspond to those for ECE 
2621 and ECE 2622. 
2623-1 
ECE 2810 DIGITAL MACHINES (3-3) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introductory course in the analysis of digital systens and computers. 
No previous background in electrical engineering or digital techninues is as-
sumed. Topics include: nu~her systems, logic gates and logic design; arithme-
tic circuits; flip-flops, counters, registers, and memories; basic rligital com-
puter architecture and the internal operation of computers; anrl elementary 
machine-language programming. The laboratories are devoted to the study of 
logic elements, arithmetic circuits, flip-flops, registers, and counters. 
2. TEXT 
DIGITAL COMPUTER ELECTRONICS, Malvino, McGraw-Hill, 1976 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
NONE 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Ward 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To introduce students to the fundamental concepts of the operation of dig-
ital computers and other digital systems. This includes gate-level analysis of 
logic circuits; machine architecture; information flow; and the relationship of 
machine language programming to the computer's operation. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Binary and decimal number systems; conversion from one system 1 hr 
to the other 
b. Logic gates; NOT,OR,AND,NOR,NAND,XOR; Boolean algebra; des ign 5 hrs 
of combinational logic networks 
c. Arithmetic circuits; Arldcrs, use of complements to perform suh- 3 hrs 
traction 
d. Sequential network building blocks: RS,D and JK flip-flops, 
triggering methods 2 hrs 
e. Registers and counters: Types of registers and counters; de- 4 hrs 
sign of srecial purpose counters 
2810- 1 
f. Memories: ROM; RAM; Memory Address Register (MAR) 3 hrs 
g. Basic concepts of computer organization: Fetch and execute 3 hrs 
cycle; control unit; clock 
h. Branching features of a computer; instruction decorler; control 3 hrs 
matrix 
i. Memory organization; stack; instruction set 
j. Introduction to microprogramming 






The 1 abs aim to establish the reality of electrical 1 oqic gates and 1 oqic 
circuits for the 1 argel y non-EE students. 
a. Introduction to logic gates and the Loqic Lab chassis. 3 hrs 
b. Design of h~ f- and f~l-adders using gates 6 hrs 
c. F1 ip-flops and shift registers. 3 hrs 
d. Counters 6 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 4.5 credits or 100% 
2810-2 
--· 
ECE 2811 DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS (3-3) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introductory course in the analysis of digital systems leadin9 up to 
computers. No previous background in digital concepts or electrical engineer-
ing is assumed. Topics include: algebra of logical variables, logical func-
tions (standard forms, maxterms, minterms, KARNAUGH maps), hasic combinational 
circuits (logic families. output circuits (three-state, totem pole), multiplex-
ers. decoders, encoders), basic sequential circuits (flip-flops, registers, 
counters). arithmetic circuits (binary adders and subtractors, LU, BCD addi-
tion), memories (semiconductor RAM, ROM, EPROM, timing diagrams, PLA, serial 
memories, bulk storage). 
2. TEXT 
DIGITAL CIRCUITS AND MICROPROCESSORS, H. Taub, McGraw-Hill, 1Q82 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
NONE 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Rudolf Panholzer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop an understanding of digital circuits and methods for describino 
their behavior. To provide tools necessary for rigorous analysis of combina-· 
tional and sequential digital circuits. To give the students an understanding 
of digital memory devices used in modern systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Algebra of logical variables 
b. Logical functions 
c. Simplification of logical functions using k-maps and 
QUINE-MCCLUSKEY 
d. Basic combinational circuits and logic families 
e. Basic sequential circuits 










h. Arithmetic circuits and binary arithmetic 
i. Semiconductor memories 
j. Programmable logic arrays and maqnetic memories 
k. Exams, quizzes, hol i days 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Basic logic gates, use of logic probe 
b. Different types of 1 atches and flip-flops (R-S and D type) 
c. Exclusive or gate, half adders, full adders 
d. Shift registers, serial and parallel tyne 
e. J-K flip-plops and asynchronous counters 
f. Synchronous counters and variable module counters 
g. Arithmetic and loqic unit 
h. Read/write memory and hexadecimal display 
i. Option~ MSI system design problem 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 55% 

















ECE 2812 LOGIC DESIGN AND MICROPROCESSORS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A design and project oriented course. Basic principles, theories and tech-
niques for practical design of digital systems . Emphasizes an integrated view-
point combining essential elements of classica l switching theory with a 
thorough understanding of the versatility of modern integrated circuits, in-
cluding microprocessors. 
2. TEXT 
DIGITAL CIRCUITS & MICROPROCESSORS, Taub, McGraw-Hill, 1982 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Electrical properties of semiconductor devices 
2. Fundamentals of switching circuits 
3. Algebra of logic variables 
4. Logical functions 
5. Basic combinational and sequential circuits 
6. Arithmetic units 
7. Memories 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Rudolf Panholzer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the capability to carry out the design and implementation of a 
sequential digital system of medium complexity using MSI building blocks or a 
microprocessor. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Discrete circuits: reliability margins, timing, drive capa- 2 hrs 
bilitity, levels, power, characteristics of logic families 
b. Descriptive methods and specifications for logic circuits; 2 hrs 
Boolean equations, truth tables, state niagrams, timing diagrams, flow 
charts, block diagrams, register transfer language. 
c. Digital data transfer, buffering, bus structures, tri-state 2 hrs 
control, interfacing methods, keyboard and display scanning 




e. Design of sequential logic systems. Classical formulation. 




g. Memory cells, logical and physical characteristics, static and 4 hrs 
dynamic storage, accessing methods, serial and parallel, stacks and 
queues, characteristics of current memory devices 
h. Hardware-software dual ism, illustrated VIP design problem 3 hrs 
examples, analysis of trade-offs 
i. Introduction to LSI and VSLI-based design philosophy, problems 3 hrs 
and potential 




The laboratory for this course is centered around designing a sequenti~ 
digital circuit from given specifications usinq first SSI, MSI and EPROMs and 
then implementing the design with a microprocessor using the PROMPT 80/85. 
a. Ap~ ication of MSI building blocks in design of a sequence 2 hrs 
controller 
b. Physical realization of a sequential net\'tOrk. (Use of EPROM 2 hrs 
to replace combinational gate hardware) 
c. Analysis of a finite state machine 2 hrs 
d. Design of a mealy machine given a problem rlescription 2 hrs 
e. Introduction to a microprocessor-based development system 2 hrs 
for designing with microprocessors. (PROMPT 80/85) 
f. Writing simple asserrbly lanquaqe programs, using "hand- 2 hrs 
assembly" 
g. Implementing the design of a Moore or Mealy machine usinq the 2 hrs 
PROMPT 80/85 
h. Using 1/0 capability of the PROMPT 80/85 to imol ement the 2 hrs 
design of a simple digital syc;tem (such as a traffic light 
con troll er) 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Design : 4 credits or 100% 
2812-2 
ECE 3111 AVIONIC SYSTEMS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The second of a two-course sequence for aeronautical engineering students. 
Topics include digital communications, radar and electronic warfare principles, 
avi onic computers, laser and infrared devices, sonar, navigation systems, anrl 
systems and control engineering considerations. 
2. TEXT 
INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYSTEMS, Skolnik (Reference) 
PRINCIPLES OF C0t1MUNICATIONS SYSTH1S, Tauh and Schilling (ReferencP.) 
ELECTRONIC WARFARE, Hoisington (Reference) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Electronic circuits: steady state and transient performance of linear 
RLC circuits, transfer functions for simple RC and RL, non-linear resis-
tive circuits. 
2. Communications circuits: Transistors FET and BJT, linear amplifiers and 
op-amps, biasing, modulation and detection for AM and FM, fundamentals 
of solid state transmitters and receivers, power supplies. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Fred Klamm 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquaint students with the electronic aspects of avionic svstPms com-
monly used in military aircraft and the parameters associated with trose sys-
tems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Microwave sources, modulators, amplifiers, receivers, trans-
mission lines, waveguides, and circuit devices 
b. Haveforms and modulation techniques 
c. t-1icrowave antennas (incl. avionics antennas for the complete 
Et~ spectrum) 
d. Microwave propagation (incl. introduction to complete EM 
spectrum) 







f. Optical propagation, laser and electro-optical devices, hiqh 3 hrs 
energy laser weapons systems 
g. Radar systems 7 hrs 
h. Digital communications systems (inc 1 • Satcom) 7 hrs 
i. E1 ectronic warfare systems 3 hrs 
j. Sonar systems 1 hr 
k. Avionic computers 1 hr 
1. Navigation and guidance system 2 hrs 
m. Systems and control eng1neering considerations 3 hrs 
44 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
To familiarize students with the reality of hardware and illustrate certain 
key lecture concepts. 
a. Microwave sources and amplifiers demonstration 
b. Transmission 1 ines, waveguides and microwave circuit compo-
nents familiarization 
c. Microwave antennas familiarization 
d. Chirp radar demonstration 
e. Communications system demonstration 
f. Film 11 The Bull seye War 11 
g. Electronic war fare demonstration 
h. Term project selected by student 
8 . ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 











ECE 3118 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Analog and digital modulation techniques; complete modulation systems in-
corporating pulse and pulse code schemes; noise in communication systems; error 
detection and correction. 
2. TEXT 
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION, MODULATION & NOISE, Schwartz, 2nd ed. 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 2400 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Stephen Breida 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. To develop skills in linear system analysis including facility with 
convol ution, Fourier series and Fourier transform. 
b. To provide time and frequency descriptions of typical messages in com-
munications systems. 
c. To explain processing of a message which may occur prior to transmis-
sion. Sampling, pulse modulation and coding are examples. 
d. To develop an understanding of amplitude and angle carrier modulation. 
To describe the result in the time and frequency domains. 
e. To provide an understanding of devices (sampling. A/D converters, 0/A 
converters, modulators and demodulators) used in modern radio communication 
systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction; review of frequency response methods (including 4 hrs 
Fouri er series and Fourier transform), convolution, linear system 
response and filters. 
b. Linear modulation techniques· Various types of 1 i near modul a- 10 hrs 
tion(AM,DSB,SSR,VSB); spectral analysis, modulators & demod11lators; fre-
quency division multiplexing. 
3118-1 
I 
c. Angle modulation techniques: Frequency and phase modulation; 12 hrs 
spectral analysis and bandwidth; modulators and demodulators. 
d. Sampling and pulse modulation: The sampling theorem; analog 10 hrs 
modulation; pulse code modulation; delta modulation; time ~ivis ion 
multiplexing. 
e. Dig ital data systems: 
FSK), error-control coding. 
7. LABORATORY 
Digital modulation techni ques (ASK,PSK 8 hrs 
44 hrs 
a . Demonstration of time waveforms for selected filters and for amplitude 
modulation and angle modulation. 
b. Spectrum analysis of specified forms of modulated signals. 
c. Application of inteqrated circuit devices to realize various modula-
t ors , demodulators and signal conditioners. 
d. Problem sessions and exams. 
8 . LF.ARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course, the student should be able to: 
a. Describe the characteristics of various communicati ons techniques, such 
as bandwidth, power, immunity to disturbance (qualitative), hardware require-
ments. 
b. Draw, or analyze, the block dia gram for a transmitter/receiver for a 
specified communicati on method. 
c. Describe the spectrum resulting from a specified modulation process. 
d. Draw time waveforms of amplitude and angle modulated siqnals. 
e. Determine the sampling frequency needed for a given time signal and how 
to avoid undesirab le effects such as aliasing. 
f. Draw the time waveform of the various pulse modulation representations 
of messages. 
g. Describe various error detection and error control coding techniques . 
3118-2 
ECE 3210 ADVANCED ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING WITH SIGNAL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Integrated electronics, LSI and acoustic wave devices for processing of 
analog , digital and sampled analog signals- analog IC's, digital IC's, char9e 
transfer devices. Electronic hardware and firmware implementations of filters 
and spectral analyzers for signal processing applications- passive filters, 
active filters, recursive and nonrecursive types of discrete time filters, 
spectrum analyzers and discrete Fourier transforms. Current advanced elec-
t ronics developments. 
2. TEXT 
Class notes and selected literature 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
ECE 2215: Operational amnlifiers and their applications using feedhack, 
basic principles of different classes of amplifiers, 
oscillators. 
ECE 3400: Basic conce pts of discrete signals, samnling and holdin~. digiti-
zation, aliasing concepts, Z transform, recursive filters and 
nonrecursive filters, discrete Fourier transforms. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Tien Tao 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Learn the implementations of signal processing operations using advanced 
electronics including digital, sampled analog and analog devices . To be know-
ledgeable in current and future directions of advanced electronics for signal 
processing applications. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction: analog, digital and sampled analog signals; 6 hrs 
fi l ters and spectral analyzers; typical system applications; harrlware 
and firmware implementations 
b. Analog electronics and applications: arithmetic devices; siq- 4 hrs 
nal processing and applications: pass i ve and active filters 
c. Sampled analog electronics and applications: charae transfer 9 hrs 
devices; signal processing applications: recursive filters, nonrecur-
sive filters: tapped delay line filters; discrete Fourier transforms: 
Chirp Z transform 
3210-1 
d. Digital electronics and applications: arithmetic devices; siq- 9 hrs 
nal processing applications: recursive filters, nonrecursive filters, 
discrete Fourier transforms: Fast Fourier Transforms 
e. Acoustic wave electronics and applications: surface acousti-
cal wave and reflective array compressor devices; signal processinq 




a. Sampled analog Charge Transfer Device (CTD) recursive filter 3 hrs 
frequency domain; design and im~ement discrete frequency 
domain filter using CTO device as the tapped d~ ay 1 ine. 
b. Sampled analog CTD nonrecursive filter I -frequency domain: 3 hrs 
Design and im~ ement discrete frequency domain filter usinq a 
CTD device as tapped delay 1 ine. 
c. Sam~ed an~og CTD nonrecursive filter II -time domain: 3 hrs 
Design and implement discrete nonrecursive time domain filters, 
such as carrel ators and matched filters usinq CTD device as the 
tapped delay 1 i ne. 
d. Digital recursive filter - frequency domain. 3 hrs 
e. Digital nonrecursive filter I - frequency domain. 3 hrs 
f. Digital nonrecursive filter II - time domain. 3 hrs 
Experiments e, f and g are similar to b, c and d except that diqit~ shift 
registers are using as the delay 1 ine or tapped delay 1 ines and diqital multi-
pl iers are used to perform multiplication. 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1 credit or 25% 
Engineering Design: 3 credits or 75% 
3210-2 
ECE 3310 LINEAR OPTIMAL ESTIMATION AND CONTROL (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Techniques of optimal control and estimation theory and their application 
to military systems. Topics include: performance measures; dynamic program-
ming, the linear regulator problem; state estimation using observers ano Kalman 
filters; Monte Carlo simulation; combined estimation and control and case 
studies. 
2. TEXT 
OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY, Kirk, 1st Edition, Prentice-Hall, 1970 
OPTIMAL ESTIMATION (notes) 
3. PREREQUISITE BY TOPIC 
1. Capability to analyze and design relatively simple automatic control 
systems 
2. Proficiency in developing mathematical models from laboratory 
measurements 
3. Ability to perform analysis and design on a digital computer usinn 
modern computer aided deslQn algorithms 
4. The understanding of fundamental concepts in handling non-deterministic 
signals and noise 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Alex Gerba 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop the ability to formulate and solve control problems using tech-
niques of optimal control theory with emphasis on the understanding of the dy-
namic programming approach to optimal control problems. To acquire familiarity 
with the Kalman approach to linear filterinq and prediction problems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Problem formulation, review of state variable methods 3 hrs 
b. Performance measures and constraints 3 hrs 
c. Discrete Dynamic Programming and the discrete linear regulator 6 hrs 
problem 
d. Continuous-time Dynamic Prograrm1ing and the continuous linear 3 hrs 
regulator prohlem 
3310-1 
e. Observers 5 hrs 
f. Review of probability and random processes 2 hrs 
g. The discrete Kalman filter 10 hrs 
h. Combined estimation and control 3 hrs 




8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2. 5 credits or 65% 
Engineering Design 1. 5 credits or 35% 
3310-2 
ECE 3400 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Discrete Fourier transforms and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, 
flowgraph and matrix representation of filters, ideal filters and approximation, 
design of recursive and non-recursive digital filters . Applications such as 
fi l tering of signals and harmonic analysis are considered. 
2. TEXT 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM, Brigham, Prentice-Hall, 1973 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING, Oppenheim and Schafer, 1st Edition, Prentice-Hall, 
1975 
or 
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING, Rabiner and Gold, 
Prentice-Hall 
3 . PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Linear difference equations and how to solve them by z-transforms 
2. Signal flowgraphs of continuous-time and discrete time syste~s 
3. Determining the frequency response of a simple discrete system 
4. Output calculation using z-transforms and/or discrete convolution 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Donald Kirk 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop the capability to design digital filters to meet specified per-
formance criteria and to gain an understanding of discrete Fourier transfor~s. 
the1r computation using FFT algorithms and applications such as fast convolu-
tion . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Fundamental concepts: Realizations, matrix representation, 4 hrs 
z-transforms, convolution and frequency response 
b. Discrete Fourier series; sampling the z-transform, discrete 6 hrs 
Fourier transform, implementing fast convolution 
c. Finite impulse response filters, linear phase, Fourier series 5 hrs 
ctesign and windowing, frequency sampling 
3400-1 
d. Infinite impulse response filters, properties and design 6 hrs 
techniques, analog design and frequency transformations 
e. Spectrum analysis and the FFT, radix 2 FFTs, decimation in 12 hrs 





8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 2 credits or 50% 
3400-2 
ECE 3410 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRO-OPTICAL ENGINEERING (3-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An overview of the elements that comprise current electro-optical and in-
f rared (EO/IR) systems. Topics i nclude radiation sources (both laser and ther-
mal), detector devices, modulators, optical elements, and propaqation charac-
teristics. Examples of various simple EO/IR systems will he discussed. 
2. TEXT 
AN INTRODUCTION TO LASERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS, O'Shea, C~llan & Rhodes, 
Addison-Wesley, 1977 
Class Notes 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Basic electronics through linear amplifiers 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Powers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
This course introduces students to the technology of modern optical systems 
including the laser, propagation effects, optics terminal sources anct d~tec­
tor s . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Laser light: representation, monochromaticity, beam divergence, 6 hrs 
brightness, interference, coherence & polarization 
b. Laser principles: energy levels, transitions, absorption t. gain 6 hrs 
c. Optical resonators: design & stability, propagation of Gauss ian 4 hrs 
beams, longitudinal & lateral modes 
d. Laser operation & design equations 
e. Typical laser systems 
f. Blackbody f~rmulas 
g. Atmospheric propagation 









Through demonstrations and short experiments the laboratories seek to 
introduce the student to appl ications, state-of-the-art equipment anrl supple-
mental topics. 
a. Interference and hal ography demonstrations 
b. Basic optics experiments 
c. Polarization experiment 
d. Lasers demonstration 
e. Electro-optic modulation 1 ecture 
f. Acoustic optic modulation lecture and demonstration 
g. Electro-optic systems I Experiment- Laser trans-
mitter 
h. Electro-optic systems II Experiment - Receiver 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.0 credits or 67% 









(Considerable time is spent describing the techniques to choose (and desi~n 
the proper laser and proper detection for specific applications as in the sam-
~e problem attached). 
3410-2 
. . 
ECE 3413 FUNDAMENTALS OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Formulation of system models 1ncluding state equations, transfer functions 
and system diagrams. Starting with a performance measure, design methods are 
studied for both transfer function and state equation models. Comruter simula-
t i on is utilized and physical systems are tested and evaluated. 
2. TEXTS (One from the list) 
MODERN CONTROL SYSTEMS, Dorf, 3rd Edition, Addison-Wesley, 1980 
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS, Chen, Pond \loons, 1978 
MODERN CONTROL ENGINEERING, Ogata, Prentice-Hall, 1970 
ENGINEERING OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS, Perkins Cruz, Jr. 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Laplace transform solution of ordinary differential equations and FORTRAN 
programming 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
George Thaler 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the ability to analyze feedback control systems with regard to 
accuracy and stability. To promote understanding of the nature and require-
mPnts for transient response, and to design lementary compensations for stabi-
lization. 
6. COURSE CONTENT (Lecture) 
a. Block diagrams, transfer functions 
b. Error constants steady-state accuracy system type numher, 
phys i cal examples 
c. Characteristics of a second order servo 
d. Stability criteria- Root locations, Routh 
e. Nyquist criterion 






2 hr s 
2 hrs 
3 hrs 
g. An~ysis using frequency response methods 1- Nichols chart, 
closed loop frequency response 
h. Introduction to Root loci 
i • Root locations, effects of parameters 
j. State variables - analysis 
k. Desiqn - Pole pl acement with sti.lte feedback 
l . Design- Root locus techniques 










The laboratory goals are to provide hardware experience, teach basic modern 
measurement techniques, and correlate theory with practice. 
a. Preliminary procedures, goal-familiarization 
b. Project #1 - DC servomotor speed and position control 
systems goals-demonstrate open loop and closed loop 
control 





d. Project #3 -Transfer functions determination, note: 4 hrs 
in addition to methons given in Lab sheets the student is 
required to measure the open and closed loop frequency responses 
with the HP spectrum analyzer. 
f. Establish transfer function ~ock diaqrams of closed 
loop positioninq system, simulate, compare step response with 
that obtained from the hardware. {There is no Lab sheet for 
this) 
g. Project #4 - Optional for better students, compensation of a DC 
servomechanism. 
h. Quizzes 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineering Design: 1 credit or 25% 
3413-2 
2 hr s 
6 hrs 
22 hrs 
I .:./ {.p t 
ECE 3420 FIBER OPTIC SYSTEMS FUNDAMENTALS (3-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introduction to the components and to the concepts of designinq fiher 
optic communications systems . Includes fiber properties and parameters, fiber 
fabrication and testing, LEO and injection laser sources, pin photodiodes anrl 
avalanche photodiode rletectors, receiver design considerations, connector and 
splice technologies and system design incorporation analysis and traoeoffs. 
Data distribution techniques are also studied. 
2. TEXTS (One from the list) 
INTRODUCTION TO FIBER OPTIC SYSTEMS, John Powers 
Set of Notes 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
ECE 2215, ECE 2621 and ECE 2500 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Powers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire an understanding of the components in a fiber optic communi-
cations link in sufficient detail that a link could be desiqned, huilt and 
successfully tested. To acquire the ability to analyze a given link or synthe-
size a desired link. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction: advantages and disadvantages of fibers 




c . Fiber parameters: numerical aperture, losses, pulse spreadinq 3 hrs 
d. Fiber fabrication: the preform, preform testing, fiber 
drawing, fiber testing, fiber cabling 
e. Sources: LEDs and injection lasers 






g. Receivers: preamp 1 ifi ers. equalizer 2 hrs 
h. Connectors: alighment requirements, geometries 2 hrs 
i. Sp li ces: techniques, losses 2 hrs 
j. System design: system margin 2 hrs 
k. Sys tem design: trade-off analysis 3 hrs 
1. Data bus applications: tees and stars 2 hrs 
m. ~xams and review 4 hrs 
33 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory (Bullard 224) will meet every two weeks for a two-hour 
period. The lab will be availahle to student lab groups (two per group) during 
a two-hour period on a signup basis. 
1. Fiber parameter measurements 
2. Fiber connectors 
3. Analog and digita l links 
4. Digital link performance 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 20% 
Engineering Desig n: 80% 
3420-2 
l. 
ECE 3431 PRINCIPLES OF RADAR SYSTEMS (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
For students in Avionics and Weapons curricula. Topics include microwave 
devices, microwave propagation, ~ntenna fundamentals, electronically stPerahle 
arrays, pulse radar basics, detection of siqnals in noise, the radar equation, 
CH, pulse doppler, MTI, pulse compression, the ambiguity function, trackinfl 
radars, conical scan, track while scan, scan with comrensation and monopulse. 
2. TEXT 
INTRODUCTION TO RAOAR SYSTEMS, Skolnik 
3. PRERFQUISITE 
Consent of instructor 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Bouldry 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. To provide an understandin9 of the theory and operation of modern radar 
systems. 
b. To develop an understandinq of the operation of several hasic radar 
systems through a "hands on" approach in the lab. 
6. COURSF CONTENT ( one week each) 
a. Cross-field tubes; magnetrons; amplitron, stahilitron; linear hea~ 
tuhes, klystron. 
b. Traveling wave tubes (HIT); solid st~te diodes; fPrrites; microwave 
propagation. 
c. Microwave propagation (continuen); antenna fundamentals; scanning-feed 
reflector antennas and cassegrain. 
d. Nature of radar; radar equation; pulse radar fundamentals; applications 
of radar (typical pulse radar) . 
e. Prediction of range performance; detection of signals in noise; inte-
gration of radar pulses; radar cross-section of targets. 
3431-1 
f. Swerl ing roodel s for radar targets; duty cycle considerations; antenna 
parameter and system losses; propagation effects. 
g. CW radar; FM-CW radar; MTI radar; delay 1 ine canceller. 
h. Staggered PRF•s- double cancellation; subclutter visibility; MTI using 
range gates and filters; pulse doppler radar. 
i. Side 1 obe effects; review - MTI radar; tracking - sequential tub i nq; 
conical scan; monopul se; tracking in range. 
j. The ambiguity function; wave form design. 
k. Pulse compression - 11 Chirp radar .. ; pseudo-ranrlom binary codinq; detec-
tion of coded wave forms; review of pulse compression. 
7. LABORATORY 
a . Magnetron orientation: Basic structures; efficiency. 
b. Microwave measurements: K1 ystron operation; i mperlance mismatch/power 
output. 
c . Antenna measurements (horns): Gain; beamwidth. 
d. Vagi antenna performance: Two-element; three-element. 
e. Basic radar measurements (SPS-10 radar). 
f. Subcl utter visibility rlemonstration (UPS-1). 
g. Pulse compression (SPS-40A). 
h. Radar X-section demonstration (Mark 25 tracer). 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course, the student should be able to: 
a. Calc~ ate and determine the free space or attenuated ranqe of a radar 
system by using the range equation as dev~oped for a pulse radar system and 
adapting to any other type. 
b. Measure magnetron efficiency. 
c. Measure subcl utter visibility. 
d. Determine the noise figure of a radar receiver. 
e. Cal ihrate a tracking rarlar system and calculate the radar cross-c;ection 
of various airborne targets. 
3431-2 
f. Determine the time bandwidth product of compression ratio of a "chirp" 
radar. 
g. Work with ambiguity or uncertainty functions to optimize the waveform 
of a transmission for a particular radar. 
h. To design a matched filter for a pseudo-random code for a pul se 
compression radar. 
3431-3 
ECE 3500 ANALYSIS OF RANDOM SIGNALS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Fundamental concepts necessary for handling non-deterministic signals and 
noise in communication, control and signal processing systems are developed. 
Topics include properties of random time functions, statistical averages. 
autocorrelation and power spectral density, transform relations, stationarity 
and ergodicity, and noise models. 
2. TEXT 
PROBABILISTIC METHODS OF SIGNAL AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS, Cooper & McGillem, 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981 
3. PREREQUISITE BY TOPIC 
Elementary probability and statistics, first course in electrical 
communi cations 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Glen Myers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop an understanding of the measuring and application of three statisti-
cal descriptions: probability density functions, autocorrelation function, 
power spectrum; when applied to voltage. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Elements of probability 4 hrs 
b. Random variables density functions 4 hrs 
c. Moments, Gaussian density functions 4 hrs 
d. Several random variables 4 hrs 
e. Random processes electrical noise 4 hrs 
f. Correlation functions 4 hrs 
g. Spectra 1 density 4 hrs 
h. Linear systems 8 hrs 
3500-1 
i. Optimum mean square error filters 
j. Matched filters 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 2 credits or 50% 
3500-2 
4 hrs 
4 hr s 
44 hrs 
. . . 
--
ECE 3510 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING (3-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The influence of noise and interference on the design and selection of 
hardware in practical radio communication transmitters and receivers. Specific 
topics include link and signal-to-noise ratio calculations, bandwidth trade-





INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING, Gagliardi, John Wiley and 
Sons, 1981 
PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 





To provide the student with a knowledge of the capabilities and limitations 
of present radio communication systems. To present technioues and circuits for 
carrier synchronization and bit tining. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Link calculations 3 hrs 
b. Electrical noise, thermal noise, noise figure 4 hrs 
c. Noise model of Rice 3 hrs 
d. SNR analysis of demodulators 9 hrs 
e. Prob. of error calculations for digital data tranmission 4 hrs 
f. Selected digital topics such as quantization noise, Huffman 10 hrs 





8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1.5 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 1.5 credits or 50% 
3510-2 
ECE 3600 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION, SCATTERING AND PROPAGATION (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The principles of electromagnetic radiation as applied to antenna engineer-
ing and scattering. The characteristics of various practical antenna types are 
considered. System parameters such as gain, pattern and cross-section are in-
troduced and array theory is covered. Applications include sidelobe suppres-
sion, radar target scattering and satellite communications. 
2. TEXT 
ELECTROMAGNETIC HAVES AND RADIATING SYSTEMS, Jordan & Balmain, 2nd Edition, 
McGraw-Hi 11 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Vector calculus including differential and intregral operations 
2. Electrostatic and Magnetostatic potential theory 
3. Fundamentals of electromagnetic field theory including t~axwell's theory 
4. Concepts of plane wave proragation including polarization and power 
flow 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Michael Morgan 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The goal of this course is to convey an understanding of the electromagnet-
ic and system characteristics of antennas and scatterers and to introduce engi-
neering methods which may be used to calculate these characteristics. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Review of Electromagnetics, plane waves, polarization 
b. Elemental sources, /2 dipole 
c. Antenna fundamentals: gain, pattern, effective length 
and aperture, reciprocity, antenna temperature 
d. Array theory, phased and adaptive arrays 
e. Broadband antennas 









ECE 4451 SONAR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Mathematical development and discussion of fundamental principles that 
perta in to the design and operati on of passive and active sonar systems. 




PRINCIPLES OF UNDERWATER SOUND FOR ENGINEERS, Urick, McGraw-Hill, 1975 
SHER~1AN, HINDER and MARSH, "Underwater Sound--A Review", I EEF Transrtcti ons 
Sonics and Ultrasonics, Vol SU-22, No. 5, pp. 281-335 (1975) 
HARRIS, "On the Use of Windows for Harmonic Analysis with the Discrete 
Fourier Transforms", IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1, pp . 51-83 (1978) 
KNIGHT, PRIDHM1, and KAY, "Digital Signal Processing for Sonar", Proc. 
IEEE, Vol. 69, No. 11, pp . 1451-1506 (1981) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Familiarity with the passive and active sonar equations 
2. Fundamentals of underwater sound propagation 
3. Fundamentals of signal processing and random processes includinq Fou-
rier transform theory, amplitude, phase, and frequency modulation, match-
ed filters, correlators, ensemble averages, and correlation functions 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Lawrence Ziomek 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To become familiar with the basic theoretical priniciples and concepts that 
govern the design and operation of passive and active sonar systems . In addi-
tion, to become aware of the conseCluences and design tradeoffs associ a ted v1i th 
altering important sonar system parameters. 
6 . COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction- background discussion: the ocean medium as 4 hrs 
an underwater acoustic communication channel; 1ntroduction of 
following concepts and associated notation: complex apertures, directivity 
functi ons, spatial frequencies, linear time-variant space-variant filters 
b. Derivation of near-field and far-field directivity functions 




c . Linear apertures: am~ itude windows, far-field beam patterns 
beamwidth, beam steering, near-field beam patterns, beam steerinq anrl 
aperture focusing 
6 hrs 
d. M anar apertures: far-field beam patterns, beam steerinq, 6 hrs 
separable function s in rectang~ar and polar coordinates , rectanq~ ar 
and circular pistons, near-field beam patterns, beam steerinq and aperture 
focusing, directivity index 
e . Linear arrays: product theorem, am~ itude shadinq, far-fi~d R hrs 
beam patterns and the OFT, phased array, near-fi~d beam patterns, beam 
steer in g and array focusinq, grating lobes, array gain 
f . Manar arrays: product theorPm, far-fi~d beam pattern and the 4 hrs 
OFT, phased array, near-field beam pattern, beam steerinq and array 
focus i ng 
g. FFT beamforming for planar arrays: estimation of target hearinq 2 hrs 
and spectral 1 ines 
h . Complex envelope notation, derivation of auto-arrbiquity 6 hrs 
function and interpr~tation, time compression/stretch factor, round-
trip time delay and Doppler shift expressions, basic transmit siqinal types 




The laboratory periods are devoted to usinq equipment in the Sonar Systems 
Laboratory and the Sonar Siqn~ Analysis Laboratory . 
a. Sum and difference beam patterns 
b. Field trips to r-'offett Field, rl eet ASW School, Naval 
Ocean Systems Center, Point Sur Naval Facility {when 
available 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 4.0 credits or 80% 
Engineering Design: 1.0 credit or 20% 
4451-2 
1 hr 
ECE 4452 UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Mathematical development and discussion of fundamental principles that per-
tain to the design and operation of passive and active sonar systems. Topics 
from complex aperture theory, array theory, and siqnal procPssing are covered. 
2. TEXT 
Instructor' s Notes 
Recommended References: 
PRINCIPLES OF UNDERHATER SOUND FOR ENGINEERS, Urick, McGraw-Hill, 1975 
SHERr1AN, WI NDF.R and t~ARSH, "Underwater Sound--A Review", I EEF. Transact; ons 
Sonics and Ultrasonics, Vol. SU-22, No. 5. (1975) 
HARRIS, "On the Use of Windows for Harmonic Analysis with the Discrete 
Fouri er Transform", Proc. IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1, pp. 51-83 (1978) 
KNIGHT, PRIDHAM, and KAY, "Digital Siqnal Processing for Sonar", Proc . 
IEEE, Vol. 69, No . 11, pp. 1451-1506 (1981) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Fundamentals of signal processing and random processes including 
Fourier transform theory, amplitude, phase, an~ frequency modulation, 
matched filters, correlators, ensembl e averages, and cqrrelation 
functions. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Lawrence Ziomek 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To become familiar with the basic theoretical principles and con-epts that 
govern the design and operation of passive and active sonar systems. In addi-
tion, to become aware of the consequences and design tradeoffs assoclltcrl with 
altering important sonar system parameters. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Passive and active sonar equations 
b. The ocean medium as an underwater acoustic communication 
channel; introduction of the following concerts and asssociated 
notati on: complex apertures, directivity functions, spatial fr0-




c. Derivation of near-fiel d and far-field directivity 
function s for volume apertures 
4 hrs 
d . Linear apertures: amplitude windows, far-field beam 6 hrs 
patterns. beamwid th. beam steering, near-field beam patterns beam 
steering and aper ture focusing 
e. Planar apertures . far -field beam patterms, beam steerinq, 6 hrs 
separable functi ons in rectangular and polar coordinates, rectanqul ar 
and ei re~ ar piston s , near-fi~d beam patterns, beam steering and 
aperture focusing, directivity index 
f. Linear arrays: product theorem, amplitude shading, far-field 8 hr s 
beam patterns and the OFT, phased array, near-field beam pattern~, 
beam steer ing and array focusing , qratinq lobes, array qain 
g. Manar arrays: product theorem, far-fi~d beam pattern and 4 hrs 
the OFT , phased array, near-field beam pattern, beam steerinq and 
array focusin g 
h. FFT beamforming for planar arrays: estimat ion of tarqet 
bearing and spectral 1 ines 
2 hr s 
i. Complex envelope notation, derivat ion of auto - amb1quity 6 hrs 
function and interpretat1on, time compres sion/stretc h factor, round- 44 hrs 
trip time delay and Ooppl er shift expressions, basic transmit siqnal 
types 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory periods are devoted to usinq t l1 e equipment in the Sonar Sys-
tems Laboratory and the Sonar Signal Analysis Lahor(ltory, and completing perti-
nent computer -based projects . 
a. Sum and difference heam patterns 2 hrs 
h . Computer problems as described in Sect ion 8 bel ow 8 hrs 
8 . ESTI MATE D ABET CATEGORY CONTE NT 
Engineering Science: 4. 0 credits or 80% 
Engi neering Design: 1. 0 credit or 20% 
44!12-2 
ECE 4460 PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introduction to the concepts, principles, methodology, ancl techn.iques of 
the design of large scale systems. Lecture topics include the systems ap-
proach; the system life cycle and system design process; determining systeM re-
quirements from operational requirements; system effectiveness, reliability, 
maintainability, safety, and logistic support considerations; test and evalua-
tion; and cost as a desi!ln parameter. Applications to Navy electronics systeMs 
are used to illustrate the subjects covered. A detailed case study analysis of 
a specific Navy system is performed by the students. 
2. TEXT 
Class notes 
Outside reading material in existing systems engineering texts ancl the 
periodi cal literature 
Case study material 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Consent of instructor 
Probability and statistics 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
t1i tche 11 Cotton 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The goals of the course are to have the sturlents understand the concepts 
and principles underlying the systems approach to totnl system design and their 
application to Navy electronic systems, provide an awareness of the role of 
systems disciplines in addition to electronics engineering which are important 
in the design of electronics systems, and to provide an understanrling of how 
operational needs are transformed into systems rlesign parameters incluclinq 
reliability maintainability and logistic support considerations. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Concepts of systems engineering 
b. The system 1 ife cycle, user-producer relationships and the 
system acquisition process 





d. Conceptual phase methodol oqy, c1etermining system requirements 2 hrs 
from operational needs 
e. Decision An~ysis 
f. Concepts of system effectiveness 
g. Rel iab1l ity, and safety considerations 
h. Maintainability and 1 oqistic support considerations 
i. Cost as a design parameter 
j. Case study 
7. LABORATORY 
NON E 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineer ing Science: 1 credit or 25% 






2 hr s 
6 hrs 
44 hrs 
ECE 4461 SYSTDIS ENGINEERING (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introduction to the engineering of large-scale systems. The primary aim 
of thi s course is to increase the student's awareness of the complex interac-
tion s of various disciplines and the main recurring problems in the systems en-
gi neer i ng process. The class will be expected to participate in a group pro-
ject involving a feasibility study of a proposed new system. 
2. TEXT 
A STUDENT'S INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING DESIGN, Simon 
TECHNIQUE S OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERINr. . Shinners 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Consent of the instructor. 
4 . FACULTY CONTACT 
t~i tche 11 Cotton 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. Introduction of the student to the major topics in the modern disci-
pline of system engineering. 
b. Formulation of a systematic approach to the practical art of engineer-
ing system design. 
c. Imparting an understanding of the interrelationships between system en-
gineering. operations analysis, econometrics, and human factors studies. 
d. Through the study team approach. to develop a firm understandinq of 
probl ems and methods for multi-disciplinary engineering projects. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a . Natu re of the system engineering problem . 
The notion of a system 
What is systems engineering? 
Work of the system engineer 
Goals of system engineeri ng 
Aspe cts of system integrity 
Overview of the system life-cycle 
Typical system engineering process 
4461-1 
b. Planni ng a system engineerinq project 
Taking inventory of resources 
Cr iter ia for project selection, examples anrl suqgestinns 
Brainstorminq, how and when to use it 
Orqanizational structures for system enqineerinq 
Group dynam1cs and communication networks 
c. System performance measurement 
Process dynamics 
A priori and adaptive identification 




Mean error - probable error - CEP - confidence 1 evel s 
Principal axes -covariance matrix 
Combinin g mult1ple sensors 
d. Technol ogical forecasting 
Explorative and normative forecastinq 
Forecasting techniques 
Validity of various methods 
Component parameters and system performance characteristics 
Updating forecasts 
e. Control of system schedule and cost 
Role of cost in project pl anninq 
Organization for project management 
Pert schedul i ng 
Stati stics of time estimates 
Critical paths - slack time 
f. Enqineering for reliability 
MTTF - MTBF - MTTR - Q - av a i1 ah i1 ity 
Failure distributions 
Analysis of qroup redundancy 
g. Human factors engineerinq anrl displays 
Transfer functions of human controllers 
Adaptiv e characteristics of human controllers 
Aiding the human controller 
Inteqra ted displays 
Quicken ing 
h. The system engineerinq process 
Under standing the problem 
Formul atinq design objectives 
Evaluation of alternative solutions 
Synthesis of systern 
Exterior design - interior desiqn 
Updating component characteristics 
Test and ev~ uation - desiqn refinement 
4461-2 
7. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2.5 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 2.5 credits or 50% 
4461-3 
I 
ECE 4472 NAVIGATION, MISSILE AND AVIONICS SYSTEMS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTinN 
This course covers essentially the same material as ECE 3473, but with 
del etion of detailed analysis of specific systems. This course is intended for 
offi cers who do not have US Citizenship. 
2. TEXT 
GUIDED WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEMS, Garnell & East 
INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, Britting, Wiley 1971 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Classical control concepts (Bode and root locus) 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Daniel Collins 
5. COURSE GOALS 
In troduction to tactical missile guidance and control - Naviqation Systems 
and Analysis. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Target trackers 
b. Missile aerodynamics 
c. Missile autopilots 
d. Ins trumenta ti on 
e . Guidance LOS, CLOS, PN seekers 
f . INS design and error analysis 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 









ECE 4473 NAVIGATION, MISSILE AND AVIONICS SYSTEMS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The pri nciples of operation of navigation, missile and avionics systeMs are 
presented. Topics are se 1 ected from the fallowing areas to address the speci f-
ie interes ts of the class: IR, EO, radar, laser and acoustic sensors; inertial 
platforms; gyros and accelerometers; Loran, Omega, GPS, ouidance, fire control, 
and trackin g systems. 
2. TEXT 
GUIDED WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEMS, Garnell & fast 
INERTI AL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, Britting, Hiley, 1971 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Classical control concepts (Bode and root locus) 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Daniel Collins 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Introducti on to tactical missile guidance and control - Navigation Systems 
and Analysis. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Target trackers 2 hrs 
b. Missile aerodynamics 4 hrs 
c. Missile autopilots 4 hrs 
d. Ins tr umen ta ti on 2 hrs 
e. Guidance LOS, CLOS, PN seekers 8 hrs 





8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineer ing Science: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineeri ng Desi9n : 1 credit or 25% 
4473- 2 
ECE 4481 ELECTRONIC WARFARE TECHNIQUES AND SYSTEMS (3-3) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Active and passive countermeasure techniques are considered, including siq-
nal representation, signal analysis, and signal interception. Important para-
meters of radar and communications systems are defined. Denial and deceptive 
jamming techniques are considered along with countermeasure and counter-coun-
termeasure techniques. Signal i ntercept systems are treated. Acoustic, radio-
frequency, infrared, and optical countermeasures are rliscussed . 
2. TEXT 
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES, Boyd, Harris, King, Welch, Peninsula Publish-
ing, 1978 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. ECE 4433, SECRET clearance and US citizenship 
2. Radar systems 
3 . Analysis of random signals 
4. Microwave engineering 
5. Communications theory 
6. Math through ca 1 cu 1 us 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Lonnie Hilson 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To familiarize the student with the basic principles of Electronic Warfare 
Systems. These include: Electronic Support r1easures (ESM) receivers, prepro-
cessors, and processors for several different applications, Electronic Counter-
measures (ECM) systems using denial and deceptive jamming techniques, chaff and 
decoys, other deceptive techniques and Electron i c Counter-Countermeasures 
(ECCM) techniques. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction to EW: history, terminol ogy threat 
b. ESM Systems: antennas, receivers, preprocessors, processors , 
theory 
c. Denial E01 Systems: theory, jamming equations, spectrum of 





d. Deception ECM Systems: theory, jamminq equations, deception 6 hrs 
of range t racking systems, deception of an~e tracking systems, cover 
pul se deception 
e. Chaff and Decoys: chaff charac teristics, utilization and tl hrs 
problems, refl ectors and absorbers 
f. EW Systems: ESM systems, ECM systems 
g. ECCM: theory, techniques and application 
7. LAB ORATORY 
Study the design and operation of ESM and ECM equipment. 
1. ALQ-X System Experiment 
2. IJLQL-6B System Experiment 
3. DLQ-3 System Experiment 
4. WLRl G System Experiment 
5. SLQ-12 System Experiment 
6. A comprehensive systems design, evaluation or 
probl em study of s t udent's choice 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 67% 





2 hr s 
2 hrs 
10 hr s 
4 hrs 
3 hr s 
33 hrs 
ECE 4482 SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE (SIGINT) SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (2-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Airborne, shipboard, and ground based intercept and direction finding sys-
tem techniques used against simple and sophisticated electromagretic radiation 
systems. Among the topics covered are current state-of-the-art for wideband 
and directional antennas, wideband RF preamplifiers, scanning and chirping re-
ceivers, displays, recorders, pattern recognizers and signal analysis devices. 
The laboratory periods are largely devoted to the specification and block dia-
gram of systems to handle specified SIGINT tasks. 
2. TEXT 
None 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
US Citizenship and SECRET clearance is required. A course in commun i ca-
tions, radar or EW or permission of the instructor based on operational or 
engineering maturity 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Steve Jauregui 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The goals of this course are to enable the student to go from a set of op-
erational requirements to a Black Box design of a SIGINT system to satisfy 
within resource constraints (time, dollars, risk) these operational require-
ments. This entails the understanding of specificati ons for Black Boxes such 
as receivers, antennas, amplifiers, filters, multicouplers, recorders, signal 
analyzers and d~splays as well as topics such as propagation mode and si~nals 
analysis. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Genera 1 SIGINT systems 2 hrs 
b. Propagation and noise 2 hrs 
c. SIGINT syste~ components 4 hrs 
d. The SIGINT system des i gn prob l em 2 hrs 
e. Acquisition system 3 hrs 
f. DF systems 3 hrs 
4482-1 
g. Signal analysis system 2 hrs 
h. Examples of US shore-based, shipboard , submarine, and air)orne 6 hrs 
SIGINT systems. 22 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
The laboratory periods are devoted to two activities: 
1. Guest speaker s, from both gover nment and industry on a variety of SI-
GINT area s i ncl udinq R & D, system des igns , management of systems and 
testing. 
2. Black Box design of a SIGINT system based on operational requirements 
from an operations scenario. Four 1 ab hours are devoterl to or~ reports 
by class members on their portion of the design effort. 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 1.5 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 1.5 credits or 50% 
4482-2 
ECE 4483 PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONIC WARFARE (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
For students who do not have U.S. citizenship . The objectives are to de-
fine EW signals and system parameters, and establish interrelationships of these 
parameters for active and passive EW systems. Topics studied are signal 
waveforms and spectra, receivers, signal processing and display, jamming tech-
niques, direction finding, deception and confusion techniques. Laboratory 
exercises apply the basic principles of jamming and CCM to radar systems. 
2. TEXT 
APPLIED ECM, VanBrunt , EW Engineering, 1978 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Principles of Radar Systems , Analysis of Random Signals, Microwave 
Engineering 
2. Basics of antennas 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Lonnie Hilson 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To familiarize the student with the basic principles of Electronic Warfare 
Systems. These include: Electronic Support ~1easures (ESM) receivers, prepro-
cessors, and processors for several different applications, Electronic Counter-
measures (ECM) systems using denial and deceptive jamminq techniquPs, chaff and 
decoys, other deceptive techniques and Electronic Counter-Countermeasures (ECCM) 
techniques. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Historical evolution of electronic warfare 
b. The use of derterministic and statistical methods for 
determinable signa l character isti cs, signal environment, counter-
measures techniques when si gnals are exactly known or have a high 
degree of uncertainty 
2 hrs 
4 hrs 
c, Intercept receiver parameters and how they affect the intercept 6 hrs 
probabi 1 i ty 
d. Psychological factors and their influence on intercept proha-
bil i ty 
4483-1 
2 hrs 
e. Direction finding techniques incl udinq the antenna system 
display methods 
f. Basic types of jammers used for masking decoyinq, confusion 
effectiveness of various jamming signals against common pulse radar 
3 hrs 
4 hrs 
g. The effect that the geometry has upon the effectiveness of jam- 4 hrs 
ming systems 
h. Basic EW repeaters--transponders, characteristics of chaff 
other kinds of reflectors 
3 hrs 
i. Communication countermeasures methods includinq elementary code 2 hrs 
techniques 
j . Infrared and acoustic EW techniques 
7. LABORATORY 
1. Study of the AN/GPA-98 EW Environments 
synthesizer and AW/UPS-1 radar 
2. Study and operation of CFAX-1 rleception and 
repeater system 
3. Student project involving the design, buildinq, 
testing and evaluation of a jamming system 
against a radar 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 







ECE 4485 ELECTRONIC WARFARE (4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course is intended for students who are not in the Electronics or Com-
munications Engineering curricula. Three lecture hours are shared with EE 
4481. In addition to the topics listed under EE 4481, background material on 
antennas, propagation, and microwave devices is presented . 
2. TEXT 
"ELECTRONIC COUNTERt1EASURES" , Boyd, Peninsula Publishing, 1978 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
SECRET clearance and US Citizenship 
Principles of Radar Systems, Math through Calculus, Microwave Devi ces and 
Antenna fundamentals. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Lonnie Wilson 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To familiarize the student with the basic principles of Electronic Warfare 
Systems. These include: Electronic Support Measures (ESM) receivers, prepro-
cessors, and processors for several different applications, Electronic Counter-
measures (E01) systems using denial and c1eceptive jamming techniques, chaff and 
decoys, and other deceptive techniques and Electronic Counter-Countermeasures 
(ECCM) techniques. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction to EW: history, terminology threat 
b. ESM Systems: antennas, receivers, preprocessors, processors, 
theory 
c. Deni a 1 ECM Systems: theory, jammi ng equations, spectruiT' of 
signals, probability density function of s ignals, l ook through con-
sideration, types 
d. Deceptive EC~1 Systems: theory, jamming equations, deception 





6 hr s 
6 hrs 
I 
e. Chaff and Decoys: chaff characteristics, utilization and 4 hrs 
problems, reflectors and absorbers 
f. EW Systems: ESM systems, ECM systems 
g. ECCM: theory, techniques and ap~ ications 
h. Microwave Devices and Antennas 
i . Communicatipn Systems: Binary communication techniqu~s, 
amplitude modulation, frequency modulation and phase modulation 
7. LABORATORY 
Study the design and operation of ESM and ECM systems. 
1. ALQ-X System Experiment 2 hrs 
2. ULQ-6B System Experiment 2 hrs 
3. DLQL-3 System Experiment 2 hrs 
4. WLR-lG System Experiment 2 hrs 
5. SLQ-12 System Experiment 2 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineerinq Science: 3.5 credits or 80% 







ECE 4550 DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course discusses some of the advantages and limitations of digital 
communications systems, to include: common modulation formats, matched-filter 
receivers, probability of error calculations. non-coherent receivers. carrier 
synchronization. frame and bit sy nchronization, telephone line modems, inter-
symbol interference and adaptive equalizers, wide-band modems, exchange of band-
width and signal-to-noise ratio, diversity comhining, maximum-likelihood and 
maximum aposterior probability receivers. and channel capacity and finite-rate 
communication with arbitrarily few errors. 
2. TEXT 
PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNICATIONS, Ziemer & Tranter, Houghton-Mifflin, 1976 
DIGITAL AND ANALOG CDr1MUNICATIONS SYSTE~1S, Shanmuqam (recommended), Hi ley & 
Sons, 1979 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Discrete, uniform and Gaussian probability density functions 
2. Joint and cond iti onal probabilities; Bayes Rule 
3. Fourier transform and its application to ana lysi s of linear systems 
4. Wide-sense stationary random processes ; autocorrelation functions and 
power spectral density. 
5. Conventional analog communication systems (AM, Ft1, PM) and their per-
formance in terms of signal-to-noise ratio 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Hozencraft 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire a quantitative understanding of the performance characteristics 
of digital communications, and the capabili ty to specify the values of systems 
parameters required to achieve specified performance objectives . To determine 
the sensitivity of alternate system realizations to common vagariPs of propa-
gation. implementation and interference, and to ana lyze the trade-offs amonq 
signal-to-noise ratio, error rate, information rate, bandwidth, comrlexity and 
robustness. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. t·1i nimum probabi 1 i ty of error and maximum 1 ikel i hood receivers 5 hrs 
b. PRK, FSK, ASK receivers 6 hrs 
4550-1 
c. Effects of unknown phase, carrier synchronization tech-
niques 
6 hrs 
d. Bit and word synchronization via pseudo-noise; AJ and LPI 5 hrs 
attributes 
e . Multipath and diversity combining 
f. Inter symbol interference and adaptive tran sversal 
g. Tropospheric and ionospheric scatter channel s 
h. M-ary signalling: PS K and FSK 
i. Duobinary and minimum shift keyinq modems 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineering Design : 1 credit or 25% 
4550-2 
5 hr s 





ECE 4560 COMMUNICATION S ECCM (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Methods of reducing the effects of jammi ng on radio commmun ications systems 
are considered. Matched filter and correlator theory and appli cation to spread 
spectrum techniques of digital data transmission are treated . Synchronization 
problems and techniques are presented. Codes for error correction are briefly 
considered. Frequency hopping, time hopping and hybrid systems are studied in 
addition to direct sequence spreadinq. Use of steerable null antennas i s de-
scribed. 
2. TEXT 
SPREAD SPECTRUM COMMUN ICATIONS , Dixon, Wiley, 1976 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Math through calculus, random signal analysis, principles of communication 
theory, noi se analysis of analog and digital communication systems 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Glen Myers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acqua int the student with the various methods of radio communications 
ECCM. To provide an understanding of the principles of the various forms of 
spread spectrum radio communications. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Review of energy spectra, power spectra , matched filter theory 3 hrs 
b. Direct-sequence spread ing 15 hrs 
c . Frequency ho pp ing 4 hrs 
d. Time hopping 2 hrs 
e. Hybrid systems 2 hrs 
f . Coding 3 hrs 
g. Antenna beam fo rmin g 2 hrs 




A goal of the laboratory is to provide the student an opportunity to ex-
plore in detail that part of the course material of narticul ar personal inter-
est. Experimental projects are encouraged. 
The laboratory consists of demonstrations and projects. Emphasis is on 
circuits: operation, design and evaluation. Possible areas are direct 
spreading, frequency hopping, time hopping, error detection and correction 
coding and adaptive antennas. 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engine~ring Science: 2 credits or 50% 
Engineering Design : 2 credits or 50% 
4560-2 
I .'-
ECE 4565 HIGH FREQUENCY TECHNIQUES (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The high frequency path from transmitter multicoupler input to receiver 
multicoupler output is examined. Topics include HF propagation, propagation 
prediction, sounders, nuclear effects, ionospheric noise and interference, 
dynamic range problems, antenna and site effects, and target location tech-
niques. 
2. TEXT 
IONOSPHERIC RADIO PROPAGATION, Davies, National Bureau of Standards 
(Ref: used for the ionospheric and propagation portion) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Simple antenna theory 
2. Maxwell's equations for free space conductive infrared 
3. Gaussian noise as a basis for expansion to HF noise 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Stephen Jauregui 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To acquire the capability to design simple HF systems for both communica-
tions and ESM. The emphasis will he on the HF path via skywave as compared to 
line of sight paths. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. HF path description 2 hrs 
b. The ionosphere 4 hrs 
c . Sounders 2 hrs 
d. Nuclear effects on HF 2 hrs 
e . Propagation prediction using mini prophet 4 hrs 
f. HF noise and interference 4 hrs 
g. HF antennas and simulations 4 hrs 
h. ~1ul ti coup 1 ers 2 hrs 
4565-1 
i. HF OF techniques 
Line of bearinq 
Single station location 
Time difference of arrival 
Differential doppler 
j. Meteor burst techniques 
k. HF radar 
1 • HF comnunications system 




8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 





2 hr s 
1 hr 
1 hr 
4 hr s 
4 hrs 
44 hrs 
ECE 4572 DECISION AND ESTIMATION THEORY (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Priniciples of optimal signal processing techniques for detecting signals 
in noise are considered. Topics include Maximum-Likelihood, Bayes Risk , Neyman 
Pearson and Min-Max criteria and ca l culations of their asociated error probabil-
ities (ROC curves) for signals in Ga ussian noise. Priniciples of t1aximum-like-
Likelihood, Bayes Cost, MMSE and Maximum-Aposterior estimators are introduced. 
Asymptotic properties of estimators and the Cramer-Rao bound are developerl. 
The estimator-correlator structure is derived for detection of signals with un-
known parameters. This structure is illustrated by development of the radar 
(sonar) ambiguity function and matched filter processing systems . State esti-
mation and the Kalman filter are derived and related to MMSE estimators. 
Emphasis is on dual development of continuous time and discrete time ap-
proaches, the latter being most suitable for digital signal processing imple-
mentations. 
2. TEXT 
DECISION & ESTIMATION THEORY, Melsa & Cohn, McGraw-Hill, 1978 
STATISTICAL THEORY OF SIGNAL DETECTION, Helstrom (REF) 
DETECTION, ESTIMATION AND MODULATION THEORY, PART I, Van Trees (REF) 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Probabi 1 i ty Theory 
2. Theory of Random Processes 
3. Correlation and Spectral Analysis of Random Processes 
4. Matched filters and Weiner Filters 
5. Modulation - Analog and Digital 
6. Linear Algegra 
7. Linear Systems Theory 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Paul Moose 
5. COURSE GOALS 
Bei ng an advanced course, the objectives are somewhat dependent on the in-
structor and the interests of the students. Some ohjectives normally associated 
with the course are: To develop the noise model of Rice and its applicati ons. 
To derive probability of error versus signal-to-noise ratio for various digital 
data communicati ons methods. To consider statistical descriptions of the out-
put of selected nonlinear devices. To develop the ambiguity diagram. To under 
stand the principles and engineering app li cations of decision theory (parameter 
estimation, signal detection) . 
4572-1 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Detection theory 
b. Estimation theory 
c. Signal resolution, ambiguity functions, and other examples 
as time permits 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 






ECE 4581 INFORMATION THEORY (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Concepts of information measure for discrete and continuous signals. Fun-
damental theorems relating to coding and channel capacity. Effec~s of noise on 
information transmission. Coding methods for error control in digital communi-
cation systems. Selected applications of the theory to systems. 
2. TEXT 
COOING AND INFORMATION THEORY, Ha~ing, Prentice-Hall, 1980 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Coverage of calculus and sufficient background in communfca~fons principles. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Richard Hamming (CS) 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To define and develop concepts relating to information measures. To 
develop the theorems governing communication systems. To introduce the funda-
mental concepts of channel and source coding. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Error detecting and correcting 6 hrs 
b. Hoffman (variable length) codes 3 hrs 
c. Miscellaneous codes 5 hrs 
d. Entrophy and Shannon's first theorem 4 hrs 
e. Channel and mutual information channel capacity 7 hrs 
f. Mathematical preliminaries 3 hrs 
g. Shannon's main theories 3 hrs 
h. Algebraic coding 8 hrs 
i. Sampling theorem and bandwidth 2 hrs 








8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 
Engineering Design : 1 credit or 25% 
4581-2 
ECE 4591 COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM ENGINEERING (3-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Communication satellite systems including the satellite and user terminals. 
Subjects include orbits, power sources, antennas, stabilization, link calcula-
tions, multiple access techniques, modulation and demodulation schemes, phase-
locked loops, coding, transponder intermodulation and hardlimitin9, receiver 
design, spread spectrum in SATCOM for multiple access, antijam and covert com-
munications. 
2. TEXT 
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS BY SATELLITE, Spilker, 1st Edition, Prentice-Hall 
1976 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
Basic principles of communication theory--analog, digital and stati~tical 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Jeffrey B. Knorr 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To become familiar with basic concepts of satellite communications: this 
includes acquiring expertise in making link calculations; an understanding of 
modulation and demodulation schemes used in satellite communications; and 
familiarity with several specific systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Overview 1 hr 
b. Link calculations 4 hrs 
c. Multiple Access 8 hrs 
d. Modulation and demodulation 2 hrs 
f. Transponders 6 hrs 
g. Receiver Design 6 tlrs 





8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2. 5 credits or 60% 
Engineering Design : 1.5 credits or 40% 
4591-1 
ECE 4623 ADVANCED ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY (3-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introduction is provided to advanced mathematical and numerical tech-
niques of importance in the solution of electromagnetic problems. Applications 
of military interest in the areas of antennas and microwave theory are covered. 
These include radiation and scattering from wires and surfaces and wave 
propagation on structures used in microwave integrated circuitry. 
2. TEXT 
TIME-HARMONIC ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS, by R.F. Harrington, McGraw-Hill, 1961 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Vector Calculus including differential and integral operations 
2. Partial Differential Equations including separation of variable$ 
3. Fourier and Laplace Transform Theory 
4. Fortran and/or Basic Computer programming experience 
5. Working knowledge of fundamental concepts in electromagnetic theory 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Michael Morgan 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The objective of this course is to present mathematical methods for the an-
alytical and numerical solutions of electromagnetic radiation, scattering and 
wave propagation problems. It is also intended for students interested in pur-
suing and/or monitoring research in electromagnetic theory. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Review of basic concepts in el ectromagneti cs 6 hrs 
b. Electromagnetic theorems and principles 6 hrs 
c. Mathematical methods in electromagnetics 6 hrs 
d. Varia tiona 1 and perturbational methods 3 hrs 
e. Linear spaces and basis function expansions 3 hrs 
f. Moment method solutions 3 hrs 






8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science : 3 credits or 100% 
4623-2 
ECE 4823 ADVANCED DIGITAL ARCHITECTURES (4-0) 
CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A study of advances in computer architecture. Computer descriptive 
1 anguages . t1emory system issues. Mini-computers and bit-slice microcomputers. 
4igh performance computers: pipeline supercomputers. array processors, 
multiprocessors . Data flow architectures. Fault tolerant and military 
ar ch i te c tu res . 
2. TEXT 
COMPUTER STRUCTURES: PRINCIPLES AND EXAMPLES, Siewiorek, Bell and Newell, 
McGraw-Hill, 1982. 
Extracts from current literature. 
rR EQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1i tching circuit design, both combinational and sequential (ECE 2811, 12) 
11 te r data representation including binary, octal, hexadecimal, 
crd two's complement number systems (ECE 2811, 12) 
r computer architecture, programming and interfacing (ECE 3800) 
ta~~i nq knowledge and experience in a high level language such as 
, PASCAL or FORTRAN 
... TY COt/TACT 
ersche l Loomis 
5. COURS E GOALS 
To develop an understanding of techniques for describing computer archi-
tectures and to study representative computer system components and archi-
tecture including commercially available, research and military architectures. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Computer Descriptive Languages 
b. Mini-computer Architectures 
-- PDP-11, VAX-11/780 






d. Memory systems and architectures 
e. Pipeline supercomputers 
CDC 6600, 7600 
-- CDC STAR, TI-ASC 
-- CRAY-1 
f. Array Processors - Ill iac IV 
g. Multi processors 
-- LLNL-S1 
-- BSP 
h. Data Flow Architecture 
; . Fault tolerant machines 
-- STAR (Self Testinq And Repair) 
-- TANDEM 
j. Military Architectures 




8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 3 credits or 75% 











ECE 4845 PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL FILTERS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Design and implementation of digital signal processing algorithms. In-
cluded are a review of FIR and IIR linear filter design techniques with empha-
sis on structures, implementations, and quantization effects (finite register 
lengths, correlated and uncorrelated noise). Least square estimation filters 
including discrete Weiner filtering (stochastic deconvolution), linear predic-
tion, autoregressive moving average processing, Levinson•s algorithm and lat-
tice structures, and self-adaptive filters. Multidimensional filtering with 2-
D transforms and recursive algorithms. 
2. TEXT 
Class notes and current literature and texts 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Discrete Fourier and Fast Fourier Transforms 
2. Z transformation 
3. Analog filters 
4. Analysis of random signals 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Sydney R. Parker 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop techniques for the design of linear estimators, and adaptive 
digital filters for the processing of discrete signals in one or more dimen-
sions with application including signal modelling, system modelling, radar, 
sonar, imaging processing and other temporal and spatial applications. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Digital filter design and implementation; direct, cascade, 8 hrs 
parallel ladder hybrid forms. canonic sections; scaling and overflow 
problems; finite register lengths effects 
b. Quantization effects; finite precision arithmetic; uncorre- 10 hrs 
lated noise; correlated noise; limit cycles; signal-to-noise calcula-
tions; overflow oscillations; fixed and floating point error analysis. 
c. Least squares estimation filters; discrete Weiner stochastic 14 hrs 
deconvolution, linear prediction, ARMA processing, Levinson•s algorithm, 
lattice (reflection coefficient structures). self-adaptive filters-
recursive and non-recursive with random search. 
4845-1 
... 
d. Multidimensional filtering; two dimensional transforms; recur- 12 hrs 
sive and non-recursive 2-D processing; half plane an~ quarter pl c)ne 
filtering; multidimensional stability. 44 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
NONE 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 50% 
EnQine~ring Design : 2 credits or 50% 
4845-2 
I Jl-l tp 
ECE 4875 VLSI SYSTEMS DESIGN (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
An introduction to the technology and design of very-large-scale-integrated 
systems. Emphasizing NMOS devices and circuits, a structured approach to sys-
tem design is developed. The approach is based upon the use of repetitive cell 
structures and highly regular topologies. A complete VLSI system example is 
presented in detail. Project work is oriented to system and layout planning of 
a small system. 
2. TEXT 
INTRODUCTION TO VLSI SYSTEMS, C. Mead and L. Conway, Addison-Wesley, 
Latest Edition, Addison-Wesley, 1979 
SPICE Version 2 G, User's Guide, UC Berkeley 1981 
ILOGS Version 2, User's Manual, 1982 
CLL - A Chip Layout Language, Stanford University 1982 
3. PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC 
1. Basic digital circuits and logic design 
2. Sequential circuits and finate state machines 
3. Microcomputer organization and architecture 
4. Basic semiconductor device physics 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Mi tche 11 Cotton 
5. COURSE GOALS 
A goal is the study of the characteristics and des i gn methods associated 
with circuits used in VLSI systems. A complete VLSI design example illustrat-
i ng principles of structured, hierarchical design is presented as part of the 
goal of describing issues raised by the potential for highly concurrent archi-
tectures. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. NMOS Logic Circuits - Loading, Timing, Clocking - Scale Effects 3 hrs 
b. System Fabrication - NMOS Process - Yield Considerations -
Design Rules 
c. Approach to Structured Design- Sub-Systems- PLA's and FSM's 








e. Data Path Design - ALU - Register Array - Barrel Shifter - Bus 4 hrs 
1/F 
f. Controller Design - Microprogranming - Sequencers - Stacks -
PLA's 
g. System Timing- Single and Multiply-Clocked Systems-Self-
Timing Protocols 




i. Communication in VLSI Structures- Bus Hierarchies and Com- 2 hrs 
munication Costs 




The 1 aboratory involves the use of CADtools, circuit and logic Sii'IU~ ation, 
and IC layout using an interactive graphics work station. 
a. Cell design using AGL and CLL. 
b. Digital simulation of NMOS logic using SPICE. 
c. Sub system and system 1 ayo ut. 
d. Logic sim~ ation using !LOGS. 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 





ECE 0110 ELECTRICAL PRINCIPLES REFRESHER (5-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A six-week course designed to introduce and/or refresh incoming officers in 
selected basic concepts of electrical engineering. The laboratory periods are 
used to learn to operate modern electronic test equipment. 
2. TEXT 




4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Edward Fischer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To introduce and/or refresh incoming officers in some methods of analysis 
used when studying basic electrical concepts. Specific topics studied will de-
pend upon the background of the officers and of the instructor. It is intended 
to be a relatively unstructured mixture of hasic mathematics and electricity 
leading to the simplest systems concepts. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Arithmetic, complex numbers, units and notation 
b. Resistance and power 
c. Resistive circuit fundamentals and applications 
d. Signals and waveforms 
e. Dynamic elements, op-amps and first-order circuits 
f. Introduction to frequency response and transfer functions 
7. LABORATORY 




One Port Networks 
Intro to the Oscilloscope and Function Generator 
Response of First Order Circuits 
The Sinusoidal Steady-State and Frequency Response 
Some Basic Op-Amp Circuit Applications 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
The population of this refresher course will be time-varying ~nd hence it 
is impossible to state specific terminal objectives that are to be achieved b.Y 
all students. A reasonable set of objectives would be those of all the labora-




ECE 2003 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course supports the Naval Intelligence curriculum by providing an 
overview of the principles and concepts of communications systems. Topics 
include: signals and their time and frequency representation, effects of 
limited bandwidth upon signals, analog and digital modems, transmitters and 
receivers, error detection, examples of modern communications. 
2. TEXT 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS & NETWORKS, Pooch, et al. 
DATA COMMUNICATIONS, NETWORKS ... , U. D. Black 
3. PREREQUISITE 
Calculus (includes coverage of sinusoidal functions) 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
S. Breida 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To develop a familiarity with the frequency domain representation of sig-
nals. To understand the fundamentals of analog and pulse modulation systems. 
To learn about the principles of data communications systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Time and frequency representation of electrical waveforms 
b. Effects of limiting frequency content of waveforms 
c. Amplitude and frequency modulation principles 
d. Transmitter and receiver systems 
e. Pulse modulation systems 
f. Digital data communications fundamentals 
g. Noise, S/N considerations and error rates 
h. Error detection and data security 
2003-1 
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i. Terrestial and satellite microwave systems 
j. Networks and protocols 
7. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course the student should be able to: 
a. Describe either graphically or in written statement form the spectral 
content of some typical periodic waveforms, unmodul ated or rrodul ated. 
b. Represent in block diagram t~ansmitter and receiver functions. 
c. Distinguish among the various digital data modulations with an 
appreciation of their capabilities. 
d. Describe some of the systems aspects of satellite communications and 
computer networks. 
2003-2 
ECE 2418 CONTROL SYSTEMS (2-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course develops the basic tools of the control systems engineer. The 
applications to electronic warfare are emphasized in the examples and labora-
tory experiments. The dynamics for a radar control system, a missile seeker 
head tracking system and missiles are investigated. Basic topics are intro-
duced, such as signal flow graphs and system step and frequency response char-
acteristics, and digital systems theory as used in radar tracking and command 




Differential equations, Laplace transform, FORTRAN, SECRET clearance and US 
citizenship 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Harold Titus 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. Provide the fundamental tools for understanding feedback controls. 
b. Familiarization with simulation of missile and radar control systems. 
c. Applications of control systems to missile and radar, IR & EO systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Examples of feedback, signal flow graphs 2 hrs 
b. Introduction to state variables, Laplace solution to 1/s2 2 hrs 
plant 
c. Time domain solution to state variables 2 hrs 
d. D.C. servo, frequency response 2 hrs 
e. Missile seeker dynamics and missile dynamics 2 hrs 
f. Missile response to sensor noise, IR response to sensor noise 2 hrs 
g. IR missile seeker TF, Wilcox tape & missile dynamics, missile 2 hrs 
dynamics 
2418-1 
h. Missile control dynamics and noise for decontrol 2 hrs 
i. Sim~ ation of missile and seeker with an~e gate ste~ 2 hrs 
j. Dynamics of maneuver and jamming in missile decontrol, Wilcox 2 hrs 
TV on sidewinder design 
k. Review 
7. LABORATORY 
a. DC Servo frequency analysis 
b. Sidewinder seeker and control 
c. Missile and radar simulations 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course, the sturlent should be able to: 
a. Understand the control systems in missiles and radar. 
b. Conduct simplified simulations of the above. 
2 hrs 
22 hr's 
c. Use state variable techniques in missile control and simulation. 
2418-2 
ECE 2422 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Digital and analog communications systems with identification of subsys-
tems; sampling, code conversion oscillators, modulation and demodulation, spe-
cial purpose circuits, elementary communication theory, Fourier analysis, ideal 
filters, and multiplexing techniques. 
2. TEXT 
ANALOG AND DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, Roden 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 2721 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Daniel Bukofzer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. To understand how radio circuits work in both amplitude and frequency 
modulated systems. 
b. To learn the techniques of communications processing: amplification, 
multiplexing, filtering and modulation/demodulation. 
c. To understand how a signal (such as voice) at some point A can be 
modified, transmitted, and recovered at some other point B using analog and/or 
digital signaling techniques . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Fourier series/power signals 5 hrs 
b. Fourier analysis/energy signals 4 hrs 
c. System principles/filtering/amplification 4 hrs 
d. Sampling/multiplexing 4 hrs 
e. AM systems, modulation/demodulation 5 hrs 
f. FM/PM systems, modulation/demodulation 4 hrs 
g. PAM/PFM/PWM 4 hrs 






a. Harmonic analysis of periodic signals. 
b. Transfer function of 1 ow-pass fil ter. 
c. Amplitude roodul ation spectra. 
d. Sam~ ing and interpolation. 
e. Frequency modulation spectra. 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course, the stuc1ent should be able to: 
a. Identify the subsystems and their operation in am~ itude modulated or 
frequency/phase modulated communication systems. 
b. Understand operation of analog and digit~ communication systems for 
information transmission. (For example, operation of a superheterodyne AM 
broadcast receiver from receiving antenna to speaker, or operation of an FM 
stereo receiver.) 
c . Understand time and frequency division mul tipl exinq systems as well as 
time/frequency content relationship of siqnal s. 
2422- 2 
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ECE 2424 SIGNAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS (4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The elements of electrical enerqy transmission as applied to communica-
tions. The principles of electromagnetic waves, guided waves on transmission 
lines and waveguides are studied. The radiated field in space, antennas and 
propagation are covered, and a representative system, such as satellite commu-
nications system is studied. 
2. TEXT 
COMMUNICATION ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS, DeFrance 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 2422 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Dani e 1 Bul<ofzer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. To analyze waves on transmission lines, and know the line impedance 
concepts. 
b. To analyze waveguide modes and impedance concepts. 
c. Review the equations for electromagnetic wave propagation. 
d. Analyze antennas in terms of impedance concepts and radiation resist-
ance. 
e. Study a typical satellite system to determine the power requirements 
for a fixed signal-to-noise ratio and study the sub-systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Transmission 1 i nes 6 hrs 
b. Haveguides 6 hrs 
c. Electromagnetic waves 8 hrs 
d. Antennas 12 hrs 




f. Transmission 1 ine theory 4 hrs 
g. Digital signal s on coaxial cable 5 hrs 
h. Satell ite systems 6 hrs 
i • Microwave transmission systems 6 hrs 
j. Waveguide transmission systems 2 hrs 
44 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Pulses on transmission 1 ines 
b. Open wire transmission 1 ines 
c. Antenna patterns 
d. System noise and noise figure 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
U;:>on completion of this course, the sturlent should be able to: 
a. Calculate system noise figure for a cascade of components. 
b. Ev~ uate system output siqn~-to-noise ratio. 
c. Dol ink analysis on a communication system. 
d. Determine the number of microwave repeaters requirerl for transmission 
between two points. 
e. Determine wavequide cut-off and transmission line usefulness. 
f. Calculate digital signal inq rates that can be used over coaxial cable. 
2424-2 
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ECE 2624 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY (4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course covers the experimental laws of electromagnetic theory and the 
development of Maxwell's equations. Maxwell's equations are then utilized in 
the study of plane waves, transmission lines, wave guides, cavity resonators 
and elementary radiation. Laboratory experiments dealing with high frequency 
components and measurements reinforce and extend the concepts presented in the 
1 ectures. 
2. TEXT 
LINES, WAVES AND ANTENNAS, Brown, Sharpe, Post & Hughes 
3. PREREQUISITE 
MA 2181 and ECE 2721 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Jeffrey Knorr 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The overall objective of this course is to present the principles of wave 
propagation in transmission lines and waveguides, to discuss the system charac-
teristics of these structures and to describe the behavior and characteristics 
of circuit components derived from these structures. Fundamentals of radiation 
are also presented. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Transient analysis of 1 i nes 4 hrs 
b. Steady state analysis of lines 8 hrs 
c. Transmission 1 i ne components 4 hrs 
d. Plane waves 4 hrs 
e. Haveguides 4 hrs 
f. Microwave cavities and components 4 hrs 
g. Summary of system characteristics of lines and guides 4 hrs 
h. Radiation 4 hrs 
2624-1 
i. Dipole antennas 
j. Antenna system parameters 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Pulses on transmission 1 ines 
b. Standing waves on transmission 1 ines 
c. Microwave components 
d. Microwave devices (TWT, avalanche diode, YIG filter) 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 




a. Perform basic quantitative calculations of power, VSWR, etc., for 
transmission 1 ine and waveguide circuits. 
b. Identify the appropriate transmission 1 ine or wavequide structure for a 
particular system application. 
c. Qualitatively describe a dipole radiation field, define pattern and 
radiation resistance of an antenna. 
2624-2 
ECE 2721 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS (4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A first course in electronic systems for the ASW, EW, and Telecommunica-
tions Systems curricula. Emphasis is on the functional aspects of basic cir-
cuits and signals. Topics include electrical quantities, resistive circuits, 
inductance and capacitance, operational amplifiers, time and frequency re-
sponse, diodes and logic elements. 
2. TEXT 
SYSTEMS & CIRCUITS FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, Belove & Drossman 
3. PREREQUISITE 
Calculus 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Duffin 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. To provide an understanding of simple analog and digital circuits. 
b. To achieve proficiency in use of complex numbers and exponentials. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Arithmetic, units and notation 
b. Introduction to electricity and magnetism 
c. Resistance, resistivity and power - Ohms law 
d. Resistive circuit fundamentals- Kirchhoff's laws 
e. Resistive circuit applications - sources and loads 
f. Linear two-port resistive networks 
g. Signals and waveforms 
h. Inductance and capacitance 
i. Time constants 
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j. Sinusoidal response - phasors and impedance 
k. Frequency response and transfer function 
1. Feedback and operational amplifiers 
m. Switching algebra 
7. LABORATORY 
Experiments include: 
Measurement of current, electric voltaqe, sources and resistors, Kirchhoff•s 
1 aws, one-port networks, response of first-order circuits, sinusoidal steady-
state and frequency response, resonance, introduction to the oscilloscope and 
function generator, some non~ inear circuits. 
Demonstrations: 
Analog computer and Logic circuits 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course, the student should be able to: 
a. State the operating characteristics of electronic buildinq blocks: re-
sistors, capacitors, inductors, rectifiers, operational amplifiers, and logic 
gates. 
b. Apply Kirchhoff•s laws to simple resistive networks. 
c. Determine the step response and sinusoidal response of first-order net-
\ttUr ks. 
d. Start with an ideal operational amplifier, construct basic 1 inear cir-
cuits such as inverters, summers and inteqrators. 
e . Be proficient in the manipulation of complex numbers and in the stead.v-
state solution of simple networks to sinusoidal inputs. 
f. Use both experimental and analytical methods, determine frequency re-
sponse characteristics of low-, band- or high-pass filters. 
g. Apply Kirchhoff•s laws to simple resistive net\ttUrks containinq a recti-
fier. 
h. Combine logic elements to form simple digital networks. 
2721-2 
ECE 2722 INTRODUCTION TO SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The progression from circuits, to filters, to systems, emphasizing input/ 
output relationships in the time and frequency domain, is developed. Students 
are introduced to the most used mathematical representations of analog and 
discrete signals used in communications and sional analysis. 
Communications, control and signal processing concepts of electrical 
engineering are overviewed. Examples of voice and data communications links, 
signal analysis and target identification and tracking will be given. 
2. TEXT 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND NETWORKING, V. Pooch, W. Greene and G. Moss 
3. PREREQUISITE 
MA 2050 Applied Mathematics for Engineering and Operational Analysis Plus 
Lab 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Paul H. Moose 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. Transitioning from circuits to filters to systems. 
b. Understanding the meaning and importance of linearity. Frequency 
response as an intrinsic system property. 
c. Fourier representation of signals, baseband and bandpass. Time-
bandwidth relationships. Introduction to noise. 
d. Establishing the relevance of these basic techniques of electrical 
engineering to military communications and sensor systems . 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Block diagram functional description of communications 
and sensor systems. 
b. Circuits and sine waves. Op amps in circuit theory. 
Filters; RC low pass, RC high pass and butterworth. Frequency 




c. ~ ack boxes and input-output r~ationships. 
Frequency response and transfer function. 
d. Comnunications and sensor signals as sums of 
sine waves. The Fourier series. Linearity and transfer 
functions revisited. 
e. Time and bandwidth - the Radar Uncertainty 
Principle. Matched filters and autocorrelation 
functions. Noise in 1 inear systems and its reduction 
with filters. 
f. Sampling and multiplexing. The sampling theorem 
and discrete time signals. The Discrete Fourier Transform. 








a. Amplitude and phase of sine waves in simple circuits from osc11 1 oscope 
and FFT displays. 
b. Butterworth filter transfer function from the oscilloscope. 
c. Pulses as sums of sine waves (computer experiment). 
d. Bandpass sign~ s as sums of sine waves (computer experiment). 
e. Autocorrelation functions of wide-band siqnal s (computer experiment). 
f. White noise through 1 inear systems. 
g. t-'odul at ion and frequency translation. 
8 . LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
a. Compute the OFT of arbitrary signals. 
b. Compute the output of a filter matched to an arbitrary siqnal (ACF). 
c. Compute the rate at which a signal must be sampled to turn it into a 
digital (discrete-time) signal. 
d. Be fully knowl edqeabl e of the meaning and interpretation of transfer 
functions in linear systems. 
e. Understand the principles and enqineerinq requirements of frequency 
translation. 
2722-2 
ECE 3425 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This is the final course in the Telecommunication Systems sequence. The 
objective is to study overall communication systems and methodologies. Topics 
discussed include: jamming and jamming effects in analog as well as digital 
communication systems, direct sequence and frequency hopping spread spectrum 
systems, detection, estimation, and direction finding of signals, adaptive 
antennas and sidelobe cancellers, and an introduction to cryptographic digital 
communi cations. 
2. TEXT 
PRINCIPLES OF MILITARY COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, Torrieri 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 2424 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Daniel Bukofzer 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. To understand jamming techniques and their effect on communication 
systems. 
b. To learn basic principles related to spread spectrum communication 
systems. 
c. To become familiar with basic signal detection and estimation tech-
niques and to understand the operation of stationary as well as rotatinq beam 
direction finding systems. 
d. To become familiar with basic digital cryptographic systems for com-
munications security. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Analog and digital jamming 6 hrs 
b. Direct sequence spread spectrum 6 hrs 
c. Frequency hoppinq spread spectrum 6 hrs 
d. Signal detection principles 6 hrs 
3425-1 
e. Frequency estimation principles 4 hrs 
f. Direct ion finding systems 6 hrs 
g. Adaptive antenna systems 4 hrs 
h. Cryptographic systems 6 hrs 
44 hrs 
7. LABORATORY 
Optional field trips to cormtunication oriented establishments such as: 911 
(Monterey County Communication Center at S~ inas), TV studio, NAVCOMPARS 
(Stockton), Point Sur, satellite station in Carmel Valley. 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
a. To be able to quantify distortion due to jamminq in a diqital and 
analog communication system. 
b. To understand the qeneration of spread spectrum siqnal s, their spectra, 
and methods for synchronization and recovery. 
c . To quantify performance of detectors (carrel ators, rarliometers, etc.) 
and frequency estimation systems. 
d. To be able to calculate direction of arrival of a siqnal usinq station .. 
ary or rotating beam systems and/or interferometer techniques. 
e. To understand basic adaptive antenna system principles. 
f. To become familiar with the differences between corlinq and encryption, 
and to be able to understand basic di~ital encryption techniques. 
3425-2 
ECE 3625 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADI ATION, SCATTERING AND PROPAGATION (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course covers the fundamentals of antennas used in the VLF through the 
microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Scattering and propagation 
in this part of the spectrum are also discussed, as are those elements of elec-
tromagnetic compatibility which relate to radiation. Laboratory exercises re-
lating to pattern and impedance measurement further enhance the student's 
understanding of lecture concepts . 
2. TEXT 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND RADIATING SYSTEMS, Jordan/Balmain 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 2624 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Ceffrey Knorr 
5. COURSE GOALS 
The objective of this course is to present the fundamental principles and 
system characteristics of antennas and scatterers and to discuss the character-
istics of the channels through which waves propagate. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Antenna fundamentals 8 hrs 
b. Arrays and broadband antennas 6 hrs 
c. Aperture and reflector antennas 4 hrs 
d. Communication ranqe, radar range and jamming equations 8 hrs 
e. Surface wave propagation 4 hrs 
f. Space wave propagation and troposcatter 8 hrs 




a. Impedance measurement - monopole, top-hat loaded monopole 
b. Pattern measurement- phased array, Vagi, horn, dish 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course, the student should be able to: 
a. Qualitatively compare the characteristics of most important antenna 
structures. 
b. Design basic antennas and arrays. 
c. Derive communication link, radar range and jamming equations and 
evaluate the performance of the systems. 
d. Characterize various channels through which waves propagate. 
e. Estimate propagation loss using nomograms and list factors causing 
propagation loss to vary. 
3625-2 
ECE 3689 ANTENNAS & ELECTRONIC WARFARE (2-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The vulnerability of sensor and communication systems to electronic warfare 
and signal analysis is examined from the point of view of signal-to-noise ra-
tio. The dependence of received signal power on fffrequency will be illustrat-
ed with examples from ELF thru millilmeter waves. Elementary antennas are 
treated, with emphasis on their farfield patterns. The directional properties 
of array antennas are developed and used to study electronically-steered multi-
ple-beam antennas. The capabilities and limitations of direction-finding 













a. Convey a working knowledge of the effects of noise and jamming on the 
operation of radar and communication systems. 
b. Provide an understandinq of the terminoloqy and concepts associated 
with radar, EW, and communications systems. 
c. Develop an appreciation of the vulnerability of C3 systems to 
electronic interference, interception and deception. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
Antennas 
a. Simple Dipole example 2 Hrs. 
b. Field patterns, gain and beamwidth 2 Hrs. 
c. Phased array concepts 2 Hrs. 
d. Aperture & reflector antennas: Gain, Area and Wavelength 2 Hrs. 
e. Laboratory visit 1 Hr. 
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d. Aperture and reflector antennas: Gain, Area and Wavelength 
e. Laboratory 
Beam and Communication Principles 
f. Signal-to-noise in radar and communication systems; 
1 ink cal cul at ions 
g. Detection and false-alarm vs. (S/N) and radar cross 
section variations 
h. Probability of error in digital communications 
i. Doppler, MTI, monopul se and pulse compression techniques 
j. Laboratory 
EW Principles 








1. ESM: Receivers and OF methods 1 hr 
m. ECM: Jamming, decoys, chaff, radar cross section reduction 1 hr 
n. ECCM: Frequency hopping, null steering, bistatic 1 hr 
o. Quiz 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Measure horn radiation patterns 
1 hr 
22 hrs 
b. AN/SPS-10 Radar --Transmitter and receiver parameter measurements. 
c. AN/SPS-40 -- Pulse compression techniques 
d. Evaluate various denial and deceptive jamming techniques. 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course the student should be able to: 
a. Determine the signal-to-noise ratio required for detection of a 
swirling type target at a given range and a given radar cross-section with a 
specified probability of detection and probability of false alarm. 
b. Measure far field radiation patterns of common antennas. 
3689-2 
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c. Calculate antenna gains and beamwidths. 
d. Familiarization with basic principles of a phased array antenna. 
e. Calc~ate radar ranqe and com links. 
f. Calculate burn-throuqh ranges in various .ianming environments. 
g. Determine J/S ratios needed in surface and airborn EW tactical 
situations. 
h. Select jamming techniques to oppose selected threats. 
i. Calculate receiver sensitivity and dynamic range required for ELINT, 
ESM and RWR's. 
j. Prioritize ECCM techniques for use in various EW environments. 
3689-3 
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ECE 3714 INTRODUCTION TO SIGNALS AND NOISE (4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A course in the analysis of signals and noise for the ASW. EW. c3 an~ 
Space Ops. curricula. Topics include Fourier analysis of periodic and pulse 
signals. linear filter response. correlation and spectral density of randoM 
signals. modulation. sampling. and the Discrete Fourier Transform. 
2. TEXT 
INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, Stremler, 2nd ed. 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 2721 or ECE 2722 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Paul Moose 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. To provide an understanding of various descriptions of deterministic 
signals and of random signals. Fourier Series. Fourier and LaPlace Transforms. 
b. To provide an understanding of representation and analysis of linear 
systems using both time domain and frequency domain techniques. Specifically 
convolution and impulse responses and transfer function. 
c. To provide an understanding of sampling and the DFT. 
d. To provide an understanding of Energy Spectral Densities. Power 
Spectral Densities and their relation to corre lation functions. 
e. To provide an introduction to modulation. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Deterministic signals 
1. Fourier Series 
2. Fourier Transform 
3. Linear Systems (discrete and analog convolution) 
4. Properties of simple filters 
b. Power spectral density 
1. Correlation description 








3. Noise sources 
c. Sampl i ng 
1. Sampling theorem and aliasing 
2. DFT 
d. M:>dul at ion 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Introduction to FFT Spectrum Analyzer 
b. Transfer Function of the RC Low Pass Filter 
c. Delta Function Spectrum and Impulse Response 
d. Sam~ ing and Interpolation 
e. Random Noise Spectral Density 
f. M:>dul at ion and Frequency Translation 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 






a. write the expressions for the exponential Fourier series and ~oeff1-
cients and the direct and inverse Fourier transform. 
b. Sketch the spectrum of a rectangular pulse train or a single rectangu .. 
1 ar pulse, and state the difference. 
c. State and apply Parseval • s theorems for energy and power. Understand 
the difference between energy and power signals. Be able to find the rms value 
of a power signal • 
d. State and apply the followinq transform theorems: linearity, time 
del ay, seal e c hange, dual ity, frequency translation. 
e. Sketch the resulting spectra when any of the operations in (d) are 
appl i ed to rectangular pul se. 
f. Set up the convolution integral and evaluate it for rooderately 
difficult integrands. 
g. Define impulse response h(t) and state its relation to transfer 
function H(f). 
h. Given x(t) or X( f) input and h(t) or H(f), write expressions for output 
y(t), Y(f), and Ey. 
3714-2 
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i. Sketch H{f) and h{t) for an ideal low pass filter, RC, LR and nth order 
Butterworth fil ters. 
j. Define correlation and spectral density, and write expressions for 
Ry(r) and Gy(f), given H{f) and Gx(f). 
k. Sketch R(r) and G{f) for white noise. 
1. Calculate the equivalent noise bandwidth, BN, for a simple H(f). 
m. Find the properties of the output noise when white noise is the input 
to a given filter. 
n. Stat~ the uniform sampling theorem, and identify the differences 
between ideal and practical sampling. 
o. Describe the operation of an A/D converter. 
p. Be able to write a computer program to do the discrete convolution of 
two sample sequences. 
q. Be able to relate the OFT coefficients of a sample sequence to the 




ECE 4423 ELECTRO-OPTIC SYSTEMS AND COUNTERMEASURES (3-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A study of military applications of electro-optic systems, IR and EO 
missile seekers, laser designators, optical surveillance, high enerqy laser 
systems, laser communications and laser radar. Emphasis is on system 
applications, countermeasures and counter-countermeasures. 
2. TEXT 
Various technical reports 
3. PREREQUISITE 
PH 3271 or ECE 4422, SECRET clearance and US citizenship 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Powers 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. Understanding at a descriptive and first-order quantitative level of 
the various military EO systems considered. 
b. Consideration of various EO military systems. 
c. Description of countermeasures and counter-countermeasures of the 
various systems. 
d. Understanding that EO plays an important increasing role in electronic 
warfare and that the modern warfare specialist must be conversant in EO 
techniques. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. IR missile systems: signatures, IR,TV,FLIR seekers, counter- 6 hrs 
measures 
b. Laser designators: equipment descriptions, seekers, counter- 3 hrs 
measures 
c. High energy lasers: equipment, damage mechanisms, propaga-
tion, adaptive optics 






The laboratory acquaints students with current technology and provides~­
monstrations and experiments of concepts discussed in the classroom. 
1. IR missile seeker demonstration 1 hr 
2. Lasers demonstration 1 hr 
3. Laser modulation demonstration 
4. Films ["Bulls-eye War" {Precision quided munitions), 1 hr 
FUR images] 
5. Laser intercept receiver demonstration and discussion 1 hr 
6. Acoustic-optical spectrum analyzer demonstration 1 hr 
7. Laser transmitter experiment 2 hrs 
8. Laser receiver experiment 2 hrs 
9. Student reports 2 hrs 
8. ESTIMATED ABET CATEGORY CONTENT 
Engineering Science: 2 credits or 60% 
Engineering Design : 1.5 credits or 40% 
ECE 4434 MICROWAVE DEVICES AND RADAR (4-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Those microwave devices most important in radar and in electronic warfare 
systems are studied, including magnetrons, traveling-wave tubes, and solid-
state diodes. The radar range equation is develope~. In addition to basic 
pulse radar, modern techniques are discussed including doppler systems, 
tracking radar, pulse compression, and electronically steerable array radars. 
Electromagnetic compatibility problems involving radar systems are considered. 
Laboratory sessions deal with basic pulse radar systems from which the advanced 
techniques have developed, with performance measurement methods, automatic 
tracking systems, pulse compression, and the measurement of radar cross section 
of targets. 
2. TEXT 
INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYSTEMS, Skolnik 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 4716, ECE 3625 (may be taken concurrently) or consent of instructor; 
SECRET clearance and US citizenship. 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John Boul dry 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. Familiarization with the characteristics of microwave devices used in 
radar and EW systems. 
b. Calculate the radar range to a target of given cross section and given 
probability of detection. 
c. Understand the operation of pulse, pulse doppler, pulse compression and 
tracking radar systems. 
d. Understand the principles of electronically steerable arrays. 
e. Be fam'iliar with IFF systems. 
f. Be familiar with electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) within radars, 
between radars, and between radars and other systems. 
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6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Microwave devices: magnetrons .. backward wave oscillation, 10 hrs 
cross-field ampl i fi ers, travel i ng wave tubes, diode oscillators, diode 
amplifiers, transistor amplifier. 
b. The radar range equation 
c. Doppler radar, MTI 
d. Pulse doppler systems 
e. Automatic tracking radars 
f. Pulse compression radars 
g. Multiple unit, electronically steerable array radars 
h. Synthetic apertures 
i • IFF systems 
j. Electromagnetic compatibility 
7. LABORATORY 
a. Measure magnetron efficiency. 
b. Verify power output of reflex klystron. 
c. Measure standing waves. 
d. Plot the radiation pattern of some antenna roo del s. 
e. Make noi se measurements on s~ected radar systems. 
f. Measure output power of a radar. 
g. Make subcl utter vis ib il ity tests. 
h. Measure the noise bandwidth of a radar receiver. 
i. Calibrate a tracking radar. 
j . Make radar cross section measurements of various radar tarqets. 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course , the student should be able to: 
10 hrs 
4 hr s 
5 hrs 





2 hr s 
44 hrs 
a. Measure modes of klystron operation and identify the principle morles. 
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b. Measure standing waves on a transmission line. 
c. Calculate the maximum radar range in free space and under conditions of 
atmospheric attenuation. 
d. Measure the efficiency of a maqnetron. 
e. Measure minimum discernible signal. 
f. Measure subcl utter visibility. 
g. Calculate and verify the time bandwidth product/pulse compression ratio 
of a "chirp" radar. 
h. Measure the radar cross section of a sphere. 
i. Cal ihrate the radar and measure the cross section of tarqets of oppor-
tunity. 
j. Determine the required S/N ratio for various probability of detections 
and false alarm numbers. 
k. Calculate clutter attenuation in an MTI radar aqainst various back-
grounds. 
1 • Calculate the effects of plat form motion on an MTI radar. 
m. Determine cross-range resolution in improved synthetic aperture radars. 
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ECE 4484 ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS (3-2) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
This course covers electronic warfare in that portion of the electromaq-
netic spectrum through the millimeter wavelength region. The infrared throuoh 
electro-optic region is covered in a companion course, ECE 4423. Electronic 
denial and deceptive countermeasures against fuses, communications, and various 
radar detection and tracking systems are discussed. Equations for required 
jammer gain and power output are developed. The characteristics of passive 
countermeasures are discussed. Other topics include anti-radiation missiles, 
counter-countermeasure circuits, target masking and modification, signal inter-
cept, signal sorting, signal identification, and direction finding. Techniques 
are discussed in relation to US, alli~d, and communist block systems. Labora-
tory work reinforces the classroom discussions. 
2. TEXT 
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES, Boyd 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 4434, SECRET clearance and US Citizenship 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Jeffrey Knorr 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. To provide an insight into the ability of electronic warfare to influ-
ence the outcome of combat. 
b. To familiarize the student with the various generic types of ESM re-
ceivers, their characteristics, advantages, disadvantages, and applications. 
c. To study the basic principles of direction finding systems used to mea-
sure the direction of arrival of signals, and the factors influencing the accu-
racy of these systems. 
d. To investigate methods used for sorting and identifying signals. 
e. To study the various ECM techniques used to jam generic search and 
tracking radars, fuses, and communications systems. 
f. To demonstrate the kinds of intelligence information needed to design 
ECM systems. 
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g. To familiarize the student with the characteristics and tactical appli-
cations of passive countermeasures. 
h. To study electronic counter-countermeasure techniques used to insure 
maximum utility of radar systems when used in a countermeasures environment. 
i. To familiarize the student with techniques used in the test and evalua-
tion of systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
Approximately one class hour will be spent on each of the followinq sub-jects: 
Direct detection receivers, IFM receivers; sweeping superheterodyne re-
ceivers; channelized superhet receivers; intercept probability with sweeping 
superhets; collyt>ressive receivers; Bragg based receivers; janwninq of doppler 
systems; missile system jamming, fuse jamming; repeater and transponder sys-
tems; chaff; communications jamming; defense of aircraft and ships against mis-
sile systems; test and evaluation, future trends. 
Other subjects to be covered are: 
a. EW terminology; brief history of EW 2 hrs 
b. Signal sorting and identification 4 hrs 
c. Direction finding systems 2 hrs 
d. Jamming equations, denial jamming systems, spectrum flattening, 2 hrs 
look through 
e. Deceptive jamming of range-tracking systems : range gate pull 
off, analog and digital techniques; cover pulses 
f. Deceptive jamming of angle-trackinq systems: conical scan, 
track-while-scan, monopulse, scan with compensation 
g. Expendables and decoys; reflectors and absorbers 
h. Infrared, electro-optic systems 








a. Study the design and operation of a sweeping superhet ESM receiver(! 
class). 
b. Study the design and operation of an airborne deceptive jammer(! class). 
c. Study the design and operation of a shi phoard deceptive jammer(! class). 
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d. Study the design and operation of an airborne CW repeater/noise jammer 
(1 class). 
e. Study the design and operation of a shipboard search-lock-jam denial 
jammer ( 1 c 1 ass) • 
f. Complete a project of the students' choice. The project may involve 
the design and testing of an EW system such as a jamming system, or design and 
testing of a software system, or study of some electronic warfare problems and 
possible solutions{6 classes). 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course, the student should be able to: 
a. Evaluate the suitability of generic types of ESM receivers for various 
applications. 
b. Evaluate the suitability of generic types of direction finding systems 
for specific applications. 
c. Assess the effectiveness of various ECM suites against postulated ene~ 
threat systems. 
d. Understand the uses of and problems in usinq denial and deceptive jam-
ming. 
e. Understand the importance of minimizing vehicle rarlar cross section, 
and methods used for accomplishing this. 
f. Understand the uses and limitations of chaff, and methods of countering 
this ECM. 
g. Evaluate appropriate counter-countermeasures to be included in a pro-
posed radar system. 
h. Understand the methorls used to defend ships and aircraft aqainst mis-
sile attack. 
i. Understand the methods used for test and evaluation of EW and other 
complicated systems. 
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ECE 4489 ELECTRONIC WARFARE AND c3 SYSTEMS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
The vulnerability of command, control and communication systems to elec-
tronic warfare and signal interception is examined. A background in electro-
magnetic propagation and diffraction is developed and used to investigate phe-
nomena such as ionospheric propagation, ducting, and electromagnetic attenua-
tion in seawater. The dependence of propagation phenomena on frequency is il-
lustrated with examples taken from ELF through millimeter waves. Important an-
tenna parameters are introduced and used to evaluate the performance of various 
antenna types. The directional properties of array antennas are developed and 
used to study electronically-steered multiple-beam antennas such as those used 
in Aegis. The terminology and operation of radar systems are presented. Capa-
bilities and limitations of various radar systems are then discussed. The 
techniques employed in electronic warfare are considered. Specifically for 
students in the c3 curriculum. 
2. TEXT 
Course notes and extracts from several sources 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 3715 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Michael Morgan 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. Develop an appreciation of the vulnerability of c3 systems to elec-
tronic interference (intentional or unintentional), intercept, or deception. 
b. Explore electromagnetic techniques for counterinq hostile electronic 
activity directed toward c3 systems. 
c. Convey a working understanding of the effects of propagation phenomena 
and noise on radar and communications systems. 
d. Emphasize the significance of the signal-to-noise ratio necessary for a 
communications or radar receiver to operate within a specified error rate. Re-
late these parameters to required transmitter power and antennas. 
e. Produce an understanding of the terminology and concepts related to 
radar, EW, and communication systems. 
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6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Wave equation solutions, EM fields units, Maxwell • s equations, 4 hrs 
EM wave equations 
b. Plane wave solutions, phasors, polarization, EM spectrum, lossy 4 hrs 
media solution, seawater propagation, skin depth 
c. Poynting vector interpretation, plane wave reflection 
tion 
d. Antenna radiation, field power patterns, beamwidth 
array concepts 
refrac- 3 hrs 
qain, 5 hrs 
e. Adaptive arrays, aperture antennas, reflector antennas, broad- 4 hrs 
band antennas 
f. Ground tropospheric propagation, refraction, ducting, anoma- 4 hrs 
lous propagation conditions 
g. Ionospheric propagation, density profiles 1 ayers, HF refl ec- 4 hrs 
tion refraction 
h. Basic radar operation, radar range equations, detection 
alarm probabilities, doppler effect, RCS variations 
false 4 hrs 
i. MTI, conical scan, monopul se, pulse compression, track-while- 4 hrs 
scan 
j. EW definitions 
ceivers, processing 
concepts of ESM, ECM, ECCM 
OF techniques 
SIGINT; ESM: re- 4 hrs 
k. ECM: jal1l11ing equations, decoys, chaff, c4; ECCM: freq . diver- 4 hrs 
sity, null steering 44 hrs 
7. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course , the student should: 
a. Understand the physical properties, constraints and vulnerabilities of 
communication at various frequencies. 
b. Be able to explain the meaninq and operational configurations of radar 
and EW techniques. 
c . Be able to read and understand trade journals on radar, EW and communi-
cations systems . 
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ECE 4540 TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS (4-0) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
Transmission of digital data, to include anti-jam modulation/demodulation 
and error detection/correction techniques. Multiple access via line switching, 
packet switching, and ALOHA techniques. Queuing, blocking, delay and thruput. 
Protocol requirements, routing, and flow control in large-scale inter-connected 
systems. Examples of existing and proposed systems. 
2. TEXT 
Notes and Journal articles 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 4489 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
John M. Wozencraft 
5. COURSE GOALS 
a. Trade-off between sensor signal processing and amount of data required 
to represent the signals. 
b. Understand the state of the art in digital systems. 
c. Error correcting/detecting codes and their application in data communi-
cation systems. 
d. Spread-spectrum signals. 
e. Multiple access considerations in packet radio, land line and satellite 
systems. Peformance criteria for networks. 
f. Principles and limitations of counter c3: deception, jamming, 
interception. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. Introduction to information and communication theory 
b. Matched filter receiverstures 
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d. Hoffman & run-1 enqth coding 
e. PCM & CVSDM 
f. Hamming codes & distance 
g. Linear and random codes 
h. BCH & RS codes 
i. Convolutional codes & adaptive circuits 
j. Fail safe two-way communcation 
k. Telephone networks & 1 ine switching 
1. Autodin II & packet switching 
m. Routing & f1 ow control 
n. Sa tell ite networks & multiple access 













p. Jamming effectiveness as a function of network organization & 2 hrs 
operating procedures 
44 hrs 
7. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course, the student should be able to: 
a. Estimate the cost/benefit trade-off of source coding in simple 
situations. 
b. ~ow when error-correction/detection is essential, and why. 
the trade-offs between detection & correction in a two-way strateqy. 
adaptation to interference. 
Quantify 
System 
c. Understand how adaptive network control procedures can accommodate 
enemy disruption; fail safe routing. 
d. Compare & contrast various multiple-access schemes for satellite & 
tactical communications systems. 
e. Understand the trade-off between SIGINT and counter c3 activities. 
4540-2 
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ECE 4716 SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS {4-1) 
1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
A study of digital, analog, and hybrid signal processing systems for com-
munications, echo ranging, and electronic surveillance. Examples from current 
and proposed military systems will be analyzed. This course is designed for 
the ASW and EW curricula. 
2. TEXT 
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION, MODULATION AND NOISE, Schwartz 
INTRODUCTION TO ACOUSTIC SIGNAL PROCESSING, Naval Postgraduate School 
3. PREREQUISITE 
ECE 3714 
4. FACULTY CONTACT 
Harold Titus 
5. COURSE GOALS 
To apply the fundamentals of signals and noise to ~pical modulation, 
analysis and detection systems. 
6. COURSE CONTENT 
a. AM, DSB/SSB and pulse modulation and demodulation 4 
b. FM-FSK modulation and demodulation 4 
c. DEL TIC and FFT analysis 8 
d. Optimum filters, correlators, doppler ambiguity 8 
e. Statistical decision theory, Case I and II 8 
f. Fading, narrowband noise, envelope detector 4 
g. Apertures and arrays 4 
7. LABORATORY 











c. DELTIC and FFT demonstration 
d. Carrel ator demonstration 
e. Optical Fourier Transform demonstration 
f. Problem sessions and quizzes 
8. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Upon completion of this course, the student should be able to: 
a. Describe qual itativ~y and show mathematically the difference between 
AM and DSB signals. 
b. Sketch the spectrum AM,OSB,SSB, and pulse amplitude rrodul ated siqnal s. 
c. Sketch the block diagram of an AM superheterodyne receiver, ex~ain the 
function of each block, and sketch the si qnal waveform anrl spectrum between 
each block. 
d. Use the definitions of rrodul at ion index and deviation and be able to 
sketch the spectrum of an FM sign~. 
e. Sketch the block diagram of an FM receiver, explain the function of 
each block, and sketch the waveform and spectrum between each block. 
f. Describe a DEL TIC in time and frequency and calculate frequency resol u-
tion, scan time, ·and output S/N ratio of a OELTIC spectrum analyzer. 
g. Describe an FFT and calculate the frequency resolution and sampl inq in-
terval required when ~iven a bandl imited siqnal observerl durinq a finite time 
window. 
h. Calculate the output S/N ratio of a matched filter, and sketch the out-
put siqnal in time and frequency, given an input si~nal and noise. 
i. Know the meaninq and purpose of 11 prewhiteninq 11 and .. suboptimum fil ter 11 • 
j. Sketch the effect of Doppler on the ouptut of a replica correl a tor for 
CW pulse and FM pulse signals, and sketch and interpret arrt>iguity diaqrams for 
pulsed CW, FM, and PR signals. 
k. Calculate optimum decisions based on given a priori probabilities and 
conditional pdf's. 
1 • Calculate the pdf at the output of a nonlinear element, qiven the input 
pdf and the element transformation function. 
m. Calculate the pdf of the sum of random signals, qiven the prlf' s of the 
signals. 
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n. Explain the derivation of the pdf of a fadinQ CW signal , and calculate 
the G(f) and R(T) for narrowband noise. 
o. Describe inphase, quadrature and env~ope noise. 
p. Describe the relationship between an aperture function and its 
radiation pattern. 
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